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Racers Earn OVC Victory
Over Morehead Saturday

Ending polio
worldwide.
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Fletcher
issues
last day
pardons
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Nearing his last day in office,
Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Sunday
freed six women from prison,
five of whom were convicted of
killing abusive spouses.
Those five
had their sentences commuted
and
their
rights
restored, and
the
sixth,
Jaqulynn
Green
was
given a full
pardon.
Fitcher
Green, who
had been accused of killing her
child, was one of nine women
who received full pardons from
Fletcher on Sunday. Fletcher
said he would issue more pardons on Monday.
The pardons were Fletcher's
first since those he offered to
his entire administration in the
wake 9f a_pfobe for alleged illegal patronage.
Fletcher, a former Baptist
minister whose term ends after
midnight on Monday, said the
legal system "is not perfect."
"Upon individual review of
these cases by myself end by
our general counsel, I have
decided to grant relief to these
women based on their individual circumstances," Fletcher
said.
The five abuse victims,
Jilletta W. Turner, Stacy Lyons,
Teresa Fay Vincent, Antoinette
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Trailer
destroyed
in blaze
Staff Report
STELLA, Ky. — A fire destroyed a house
trailer Saturday night at 9:45 p.m. in the Stella
Trailer Park, located on Ky. 121 North, according
to Greg Cherry, Calloway County Fire-Rescue
chief.
Upon arrival, there was heavy fire coming out
of the east end of the trailer, according to Cherry.
The trailer was a total loss but some contents
were saved.
The trailer was occupied by Michael Davis.
Cherry said the fire possibly started in the utility room area.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded with
five trucks and 22 people, Cherry reported. They
were assisted by the Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
SANTA BABY: Three-year-old Emily Snellen is decked out in her red and white like a cute, little version of
old St. Nick himself. The tot — and a host of others — got a chance to tell Santa Claus what they wanted
this Christmas at Saturday's Breakfast with Santa event at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
Authorities searched a home in suburban
Englewood early today, seeking any link
between two deadly shooting sprees at Christian
religious centers that left both communities baffled and stunned.
Five people, including a gunman, died in the
attacks Sunday at a megachurch in Colorado
Springs and at the Youth With a Mission missionary center in the Denver suburb of Arvada. Five
others were wounded.
-Violent crimes of any sort are tragic enough,
but when innocent people are killed in a religious
facility or a place of worship, we must voice a

MSU students spread free press principles behind former 'Iron Curtain'
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Several
Murray
State
University students will spend
Christmas and New Year in the
Ukraine this year, helping to
principles
of
the
bring
America's free press and
democracy to the former "Iron
Curtain" nation.
Brian Siddens, a lecturer in
MSU's journalism and mass
communication department, and
Bill Holmes, director of internaat
education
tional
Campbellsville College, will be
joined by six students who will
travel to Pereyaslav-1Klemnitsky
Skovoroda State Pedagogical
Pereyaslav.
University
in
Ukraine the day after Christmas.
They will remain there until Jan.
9. and spend Christmas again,
which is Jan. 7 in the Ukraine,
with their hosts.
The college is located about
70 miles southwest of Kiev, the
now independent nation's capital city. During the trip, the students will also join in celebrating the nation's 1,100th anniversary.
to
traveled
Siddens
Pereyaslav in July to kick off
the initial effort to establish a
class in journalism and mass
communications at the college.
He said the trip is a pioneering
effort.
"This is the first time they
have even been exposed to

something like this. They've
never seen it before so we'll be
going over and showing them
how to do it," Siddens said.
During the trip the students
will be required to accomplish
three goals: create a public service announcement-advertising
film segment for the university;
create an advertising segment
for a local business; and produce a five-to-10 minute documentary about the trip and its
goal for the professors back
home.
Elizabeth Davis, an electron01
ic media major at MSU,said she
is looking forward to the experience since she has never traveled outside the U.S.
"I want to go for the experience of studying abroad." Davis
said, noting she would find the
differences in culture interesting
and educational. "I know that
it's going to be kind of like a
different world, but I'm sure
them will be a lot of similarities
to it."
Philip Anderson, also an
MSU electronic media major,
sees the trip as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
"It's pretty big. There's nothing like this over there right
now. It's groundbreaking."
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Anderson said. "Just to be able
Communications
and
Journalism,
right, and Bill
Brian
Siddens,
a
lecturer
at
University's
Department
of
Mass
State
Murray
to say we did that, along with
the cultural aspect. is very Holmes, director of International Education at Campbellsville College, left, will be joined by MSU students Elizabeth Davis.
Meredith Lockhart, Dara Doran, Philip Anderson, Alissa Zimmerman and Zack Parker in a trip to the Ukraine the day after
Christmas.
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III Links ...
From Front
collective sense of outrage and
demonstrate a renewed commitment to keeping our communities safe," said Gov. Bill Ritter.
Police in Arvada said they
believed the shootings — which
occurred 12 hours and about 65
miles apart — were probably
linked, though they had nothing
conclusive to back up the theory.
"Given the circumstances, I
think it is a good possibility that
the two are linked," Arvada
Deputy Police Chief Gary
Creagor told The Associated
Press early Monday. "But we
have to prove that they are."
At a news conference
Sunday, Police Chief Don Wick
said that there was "reason to
believe" the shootings were
connected, though he declined
to elaborate.
Today, authorities were
searching a home in suburban
Englewood. about 15 miles
south of Denver, that they said
could be related to the Colorado
Springs
shooting
case.
Authorities could be seen comPhoto provided
HOT OFF THE PRESS: Second through sixth grade cast members of Westside Baptist Church's production of 'The Mystery of the Manger" hold up copies ing and going from the home,
Of The Morning Star newspaper, printed by the Murray Ledger & Times. Last night's (Sunday's) production revolved around the reporting of the birth of Jesus. and at one point searching the
bushes in front.
'The production also featured Westside's Play and Praise Choir.
The violence began about
12:30 a.m. Sunday. when a man
opened fire at the Youth With a
Mission office after he had been
denied a request to spend the
NOTICE
night there. Witnesses told
admitted that she was sleeping English. Sherry Pollard, Margie
•The Hazel City Council
From Front
police that the gunman was a
is scheduled to meet in spewhen he assaulted the child.
Marcum. Paula Richey and
20-year-old white male, wearcial session at 7 tonight at Johnson and Gabrielle L. Cecil,
"She wasn't even aware of Karen Stout were pardoned by
ing a dark jacket and skull cap,
Hazel City Hall On the agen- are in state prisons. Cecil. it." said Neill-Thomas, manager Fletcher. Only Melton and Stout
LEXINGTON, Tenn. (AP) who had a handgun.
da for the meeting are secrumer and Vincent are serving of the department's post-convic- were not in the group that peti- — There was a car under
The center had been having a
ond readings on the city's murder sentences, and Lyons tion branch.
Lexington's
downtown Christmas party when the gunHer department, tioned Patton.
new wastewater and busi- and Johnson were convicted of
along with the Kentucky
Fletcher also referred the Christmas tree, but it was no man attacked.
ness licensing ordinances
manslaughter. Green was in Domestic Violence Association. cases of four women to the state one's holiday wish come true.
More than 12 hours later, at
The public is invited to attend
pnson for murder but was given recommended the pardons.
Police say the placement was New Life Church in Colorado
parole board for review, saying
: and participate
Silt of the women pardoned in a statement that insufficient the result of a traffic crash at the Springs, a gunman with a high•To report a Town Crier a full pardon
Marguerite Neill-Thomas. an Sunday had petitioned then- information was presented with edge of Triangle Park, a focal powered rifle entered the
item, call 753-1916
point of the downtown area near church's main foyer and opened
official
with
the
state Gov. Paul Patton for pardons in pardon applications.
Ikpartment of Public Advocacy. 2003 after their sentences were
Those women were: Bertha Rupp Arena.
fire, Colorado Springs Police
Two
said in most ol the cases, the commuted by former Gov. Williams. Barbara Sarabia.
vehicles
collided Chief Richard Myers said.
women lived in fear of abusive Brcreton Jones eight years earli- Cassandra Holland and Pearly overnight on a major street.
One church member was
Television video shows dam- killed, and another who was
husbands.
er. Patton declined to issue par- Mills. Williams, Hesitant' and
-By any other circumstance dons after his second term.
Mills are in prison on age to a Range Rover SUV and badly wounded died later
these women are not killers,"
Three more women had their manslaughter
convictions. a Nissan Altima and reports say Sunday at Penrose Community
Hickory Woods
she said.
rights
voting
restored
according
by
to
online
state the smaller vehicle was spun Hospital in Colorado Springs.
Hatir•rh•ol Cent.,
head-on into the large tree, Their identities were not
Green was convicted along Fletcher.
records.
HAPPENINGS
which is brought in for the holi- released.
...Rh her husband in McCreary
Along
with
Green,
Sue
information
Sarabia's
was
Aneirta Peeler
day season and held in place by
County in 2001 of murdering Melton. Mary Ann Long. not available.
The gunman was killed by a
Well. (liriontas
In fall 'wog ai
cables. It was surrounded by member of the church's armed
her Lbild. but her husband later
Martina
Stillwell,
Tracie
Ilk-burl Wu& Al? the (lirturno Weer We
police tape.
security staff.
up along rich all the other primed and
horn (As I foot ore take, up son at the
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issues ...
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destruction of the Soviet blot.
For them the world has just
totally changed."
Holmes, who has traveled to
the Ukraine in the past as a
Peace Corps volunteer, joined
with Siddens in promoting the
effort to Murray Stale officials
earlier this year. A former MSU
employee with the Keys organization. Holmes contribution to
the program is utilizing his contacts to promote the effort.
"I tA, US there with the Peace
SAWA 5 SEEN 600o TO MtOstit
4 YEARS, 50 FI6UltED rr wOULD
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days to Christmas

Corps and since I've been back Zimmerman and Zack Parker.
I've been working with my con- The students were warned to
tacts there to develop study- expect some very warm-hearted
abroad programs and service- people. but some very bonelearning programs," he said. chilling temperatures.
"We've worked at orphanages.
"The people there are unbewe've worked in teaching lievable," Holmes told the group
English in summer camps. during a gathering at MSU
we've worked in teacher train- Saturday afternoon to view
ing: just about anything in the some film and-slides concerning
world. But Brian came forth the trip. "They will take you in
with the idea of beginning a and mother you like you're their
class in journalism and mass own, but it's winter there and it's
communication."
going to be really cold."
In July, several MSU and
The group will stay in a
Murray-Calloway County com- motel during their approximate
munity supporters donated two week stay, but are still
funds and equipment to send warned to bring wool socks and
Siddens and Holmes to the other warm clothing because
Ukraine to kick off the program. there will not be as much heat"MSU was pleasantly sur- ing available as they are used to
phsed with the success of our in the U.S.
first trip and are getting more
"You will have to improvise,
behind us on this one," Siddens adapt and overcome," Siddens
said. "This one is important cautioned with a smile.
because this is going to be the
"But the American dollar is
actual inaugural class."
worth about $5 over there, so
Other than Davis and tour money will go a long way,"
Anderson, other students pack- Holmes added.
ing their bags to winter in the . The students will accomplish
Ukraine include
Meredith their work with the help of a
Lockhart, Dara Doran, Alissa Ukrainian interpreter.
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Pereyaslav-Khmelnytskyy is
a town of about 25,000 population located on the Trubezh
River. In 907, the city served as
the fortified capital of the duchy
of Pereyaslavl in the 1 lth-13th
century. By 1239 the city was in
ruins after Tartar attacks during
the Mongol invasion. However
in the second half of the 16th
century, it began to grow as a
center of the
Ukrainian
Cossacks.
In
1654,
Bohdan
Khmelnytskyy and his Cossacks
met at Pereyaslavl to agree that
Ukraine, for protection against
Poland, become a protectorate
of Russia. This alliance, however, led to the complete domination of Ukraine by Russia. The
city was called Pereyaslavl until
1943. when it was renamed in
honor of Khmelnytskyy.
Besides an historical museum, the city also includes the
remains of the Cathedral of St.
Michael founded in 1089, the
monastery of St. Michael dating
from the 17th and 18th centuries
and the Cathedral of the
Ascension, 1695.
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MSU students ...
From Front
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Winter storm causes
blackouts, traffic deaths

Obituaries
Mrs. Gladys Daring
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Mrs. Gladys Daring, 99, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 9, 2007, at
953 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Mary Lucille Marshall
Mrs. Mary Lucille Marshall, 90, Graham Road, Murray, died
Sunday. Dec. 9, 2007, at 10:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

James Russell Wells
James Russell Wells, 58, Paducah, died Wednesday, Dec. 5,
2007, at 10 p.m. at his home. He was of Methodist faith. Born Aug.
30, 1949, he was the son of the late Russell and Georgine Wells.
Also preceding him in death were two brothers, Gale Wells and
Farrell Wells.
Survivors include three brothers, Gerald Wells and wife, Diane,
Hot Springs, Ark., and Charles Wells and John Wells, both of
Clanton. Ala.; three sisters, Mrs. Joyce Goebel and husband, Del.
..Maplesville, Ala., Karen Wells, Banning, Calif., and Mrs. Susan
Wells and husband, Mike, Clanton, Ala. The funeral was today
(Monday) at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Rev. Linda McKnight officiated. Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller. corn

Arthur (Chuck) Evans Ill
Arthur (Chuck) Evans Ill, Hardin, died Friday, Dec. 7, 2007, at
10:15 a.m. at his home.
Retired from Ford Motor Company, he was a member of Oak
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. He was the son of the late
Arthur Charles Evans II and Lena Mae Henderson Fountain.
• Survivors include one daughter, Lena Renee Evans, Hardin; three
sons, Jeremy Evans, Florida, Jason Evans, Frankfort, and Joshua
Charles Evans, Hardin; two brothers, Tim Evans, Almo, and Danny
'Evans, Brooklyn, Mich.; two half brothers, Greg Evans, Dearborn
Heights, Mich., and Jeff Evans, Onway, Mich.; half sister, Pam
. Evans Bell, Dearborn Heights, Mich. The funeral was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton.
Rev. Jimmy Fulton officiated. Burial was in the Unity Cemetery.

Paid Obituaries
Christopher Stephen McCormack
The funeral for Christopher Stephen McCormack was today
(Monday) at 11 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Fr. Mike
Williams officiated. Pallbearers were Pat Donelson, Vincent
Morgan, Jimmy Morgan, Victor Marshall, David Hopkins and Dan
Smith. Burial was in the Barnett Cemetery. Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to the ALS Association, Kentucky Chapter,
2375 Fortune Dr., Lexington, KY 40509. Online condolences may
be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mr. McCormack, 52, Douglas Road, Murray, died Thursday,
Dec. 6, 2007, at 12:15 p.m. at his home. An employee of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, he was born July 4, 1955 in Amityville,
N.Y. His father, George Daly McCormack, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Kay Bonner McCormack;
one daughter, Andrea McCormack, two sons, Brendan McCormack
and Brian McCormack, mother-in-law, Mrs. Ann Bonner, sister-inlaw, Mrs. Linda Hopkins and husband, David, and two nieces, Audra
Hopkins and Amber Hopkins, all of Murray; his mother, Mrs. Marie
Mallon McCormack, Seaford, N.Y.; three sisters, Mrs. Maura Barry
and husband, Bob, New Rochelle, N.Y., and Megan and Monica
McCormack, both of Manhattan, N.Y.; four brothers, Brian
McCormack, San Diego, Calif., Patrick McCormack and wife,
Leslie, Ipswich, Mass., Colin McCormack, Manhattan, N.Y., and
Brendan McCormack, Westside, N.Y.; special friend, Jerry Jones.

O'Brian Keith Payne

OKLAHOMA CITY(AP) —
Commuters contended with
treacherous roads this morning
from the southern Plains to the
Northeast as a storm spread a
coating of ice and freezing rain
linked to at least II deaths.
Thousands of people had no
electricity and airline flights
were canceled today in
Oklahoma. During the weekend,
hundreds of flights had been
grounded because of the weather.
Ice storm warnings, freezing
rain advisories, winter storm
watches and winter weather
advisories extended along a cold
front from Texas to New
Hampshire. The wintry weather
was expected to continue
through midweek.
Oklahoma was especially
hard hit, with a quarter-million
customers blacked out this
morning and schools closed
across the state. The Highway
Patrol discouraged travel for the
whole state.
Ice accumulations already a
half-inch thick were reported
Sunday in parts of Oklahoma
and could build up to as much as
an inch thick in the Oklahoma
City metropolitan area, the
weather service said.
Most morning flights were
canceled at Oklahoma City's
Will Rogers World Airport,
where two of the three runways

The funeral for O'Brian Keith Payne will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at Murray High School. Pastor Dennis Gray and Pastor Ronald
Kendrick will officiate. Pallbearers will be Quinton Hall, Josh Jones,
Cole Hunt, Blake Darnell, Francisco Vasquez, Jamie King, Devon
Graves and Kenneth Trice, active; Tyrell Williams, C.J. Darcus,
Casey Austin, Josh Owens, Jefferey Teagues, Jarve Langford, Josh
Chambers, Terrell Buck, Demoree Field, Michael Austin, Chris
Dobbins and Jonathan Hammonds, honorary. Flower bearers will be
Black History Club and Step Team (girls). Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home. Visitation will be at the school from 5 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday. Online condolences may be sent to www.imesmiller.com
Harry Edward Kelly Ill
in
p.m.
2
at
Sunday
was
III
Mr. Payne, 16, Murray. died Wednesday, Dec. 5, 2007, at
Kelly
The funeral for Harry Edward
the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Bro. Dewey Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. His death was from
Dick and Bro. Richard Edminston officiated. Burial was in the injuries sustained in an accident on Nov. 30 in Murray. A junior at
Straub Cemetery. Online condolences may be made at Murray High School, he was a member of Second Christian Church,
Mayfield. He was born Feb. 15, 1991. Survivors include his mother,
w w. mesmiller.com
8:35
at
2007,
26,
Dec.
Thursday.
Marva M.Payne, and brother, Freddie D. Payne, both of Murray; his
Mr. Kelly III, 65, Hardin, died
a.m. at his home. He taught a Bible class at Aurora Baptist Church father, Phillip Boyd, Camden, Tenn.
and at Lakeland Wesley Village. Born Jan. 14, 1942, he was the son
of the late Harry Edward Kelly II and Stella Starner Kell. Also pre- Vivian Purdue Sykes
Vivian Purdue Sykes, age 90, passed into God's hands December
ceding him in death were his stepfather, Mac McDaniels, and one
III.
6, 2007. A long time resident of Murray, Mrs. Sykes is survived by
great-grandchild, Rick Allen White
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Five McNeill Kelly, Murray; daughter Nancy Sykes Cockerum, granddaughters Deanna Bland
and
two sons, Mike Feezor and friend, Kathy Martin, and Mark Feezor and Shannon Debeck, son David. granddaughters Leslie O'Neill
Darcey
and
Kaley
rs
granddaughte
daughters,
three
Raley,
Tenn.;
son
Puryear,
Chandler,
of
both
Susan
Richards,
and friend, Scarlet
Mrs. Susan Workman and husband Buddy, Murray, Carla Feezor Sykes. Three great-grandchildren, Mitchell Bland, Kate Chandler
spouses,
and friend, Renny Collins, Wingo, and Peggy Feezor and friend, and David Sykes. Immediate survivors are also joined by
John Cockerum, Diane Sykes, Kim Sykes, Dalton Chandler,
Randy Tougas. Aurora; 13 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren.
Theodore O'Neill and David Debeck. Mrs. Sykes was a member of
the First Christian Church of Murray for at least sixty years. Any
Mrs. Maranda Raelynn Minter-Banister
Highway,
donation can be made to the church she loved dearly. God's grace be
Mrs. Maranda Raelynn Minter-Banister, 27, Symsonia
She
home.
her
at
a.m.
4:50
at
2007,.
8,
with Vivian. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Monday, December 10,
Dec.
died
Saturday,
Benton,
was a CNA. Preceding her in death were her son, Ian Garret Minter- 2007 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Funeral will be 10 a.m.
Tuesday, December 11, 2007 at the funeral home. Burial will follow
Banister, and paternal grandfather, Virgil Minter.
Survivors include her husband, Randy Banister, one daughter, in Slaughters, Kentucky. Dr. Charles Rolen will officiate the service.
Jacelyn Rheanna Minter, one son, Logan Rae Cox, and her father,
Dennis Ray Minter, all of Benton; her mother, Mrs. Sherri Lynn
Miller Haney and stepfather, Gary, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Julie
Robertson and husband. Bill. Murray, and Chelsea Nicole Haney,
Paducah; two brothers. D.J. Minter, Benton, and Shane Minter,
Almo; maternal grandparent, Dora Jean Stringer, Hickory, and
paternal grandparent, Bernice Minter, Symsonia.
WASHINGTON (AP) — plete vindication are too great to
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collies
Former White House aide I. ask them to bear."
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Jeff Fox and Rick Minter will officiate.
President Bush commuted
Lewis "Scooter" Libby is dropBurial will follow in the Wallace Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will ping his appeal in the CIA leak Libby's 30-month jail sentence
he at the funeral home after II a.m. Tuesday.
case, his attorney said this morn- in July. Libby paid a $250,000
fine and must serve two years'
ing.
Mrs. Etta Mea Greenfield
Libby, the former chief of probation. Libby remains a conMrs. Etta Mae Greenfield, 94, Benton, died Friday, Dec. 7, 2007, staff to Vice President Dick victed felon, but Bush could
Cheney, was convicted of per- issue a full pardon as his adminat 6 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
Church.
Baptist
jury and obstruction for lying istration winds down. Wells said
She was the last charter member of Briensburg
about his conversations with he has not discussed a possible
two
Greenfield,
Joe
husband,
her
were
Preceding her in death
reporters about outed CIA oper- pardon with the president and
sons. Randell and William Greenfield; three brothers, Clint, Charlie
does not know what Bush will
ative Valerie Plame.
• and Joe Chiles; two sisters, Bess Tatum and Geneva Fields; her parremain firmly convinced do. Libby was the only person
"We
erns, Clovis Chiles and Tula Mae Downing Chiles.
of Mr. Libby's innocence," charged in the investigation into
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Glenda Vizzo, attorney Theodore Wells said. the leak of Plame's identity.
Homestead, Fla., and Mrs. Bonnie Bowerman, Benton; one sister, "However, the realities were, Nobody was charged with the
Mrs. Shirley Parker. Kirksey; eight grandchildren, Marla Burton, that after five years of govern- leak itself, which Plame alleges
Her
Martin and Jeff Osbron, Roger, Lana and Rex Greenfield, Kena ment service by Mr. Libby and was politically motivated.
Ambassador
former
husband,
defending
of
ildren.
years
great-grandch
several
12
Bowerman;
VanPelt and Kevin
on Joseph Wilson, was a vocal critThe funeral will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of against this case, the burden
ic of the Bush administration's
family
young
his
and
Libby
Mr.
Hodges
Monte
Rev.
Benton.
Home,
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
war policy.
cornhis
pursue
to
continuing
of
and Gary Knuckles will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall
County Memory Gardens.

Libby to drop appeal
in CIA leak case

Billy McElroy

/Vie? holi?ay shippitte

Billy McElroy, 69, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday, Dec. 8, 2007,
at his home.
A member of Conyersville United Methodist
Church, he served in the National Guard. He was
supervisor at Emerson Electric where he worked for
,
_
parents,
........= 39 years. Preceding him in death were his
He
McElroy.
Carille
Elizabeth
and
McElroy
Sam
his
was born May 10, 1938, in Whitlock. Tenn. Survivors include
Kim
Mrs.
daughters,
two
McElroy;
wife, Mrs. Katie Colley
grandPatterson and husband. Andy. and Ginger McElroy, and two
all
children, Samuel Bryant Patterson and Sara Elizabeth Patterson,
The
Texas.
McKinney.
McElroy,
Jimmie
of Puryear; one brother.
Ridgeway
funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. the LcDon Chapel of
Watson,
Lee
Roy
be
will
Funeral Home, Paris. Tenn. Pallbearers
Steve
and
Myer
Tony
McElroy,
John
downs.
Tony
Earnest Brooks,
Barrow. Burial will follow in Walter Cemetery. in Paris. Tenn.
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Cheapest UPS Shipping in
town... GUARANTEED!
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'Latest pick-up in town & sanse-day shipping*
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Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only official forecast

k

were iced over. Oklahoma utilities said about 300,000 homes
and businesses were blacked out
the
in
Monday, mostly
Oklahoma City and Tulsa areas.
There was no way to estimate
when power might be restored,
said Oklahoma Gas & Electric
spokesman Gil Broyles. "lei: a
changing situation, almost
minute by minute," he said.
The Oklahoma City suburb
of Jones, a town of 2,500 peOple, had very low water pressure
because there was no electricity
to run well pumps, and firefighters said an early morning fire
destroyed most of the local hifh
school.
Blackouts affecting tholisands of customers also ware
reported Sunday in parts of
Missouri, Illinois and Kansas.,
In the Northeast today, many
schools across upstate New
York were closed or started late
because of icy roads. Last
Monday, a mixture of snow, rain
and sleet closed schools across a
large area of upstate New York
state.
On ice-covered Interstate 40
west of Okemah, Okla., four
people died in "one huge cluster
of an accident" that involved 11
vehicles, including a tractortrailer rig, said Highway Patrol
Trooper Betsey Randolph. All
11 vehicles burned, she said.

ANNUITY OFFER
Offer Expires 12/31/07

Guaranteed First Year Yield

16.04
Guaranteed On All Deposits
For Seven Years
Great For IRA, 401K, 4036,
Roth IRA, Roth 401K Rollovers

Call James T. Stevenson
at

Stevenson & Associates
1-270-484-5322
Serving Kentucky For 31 Years

SFOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones lad. Avg. —13713.7 + 88.1
102.09 + 0.32
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AT&T,Inc.v.35-0.12
—__36.71 + 0.70
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The
Jackson
Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association
(ACM held Us 2007 Annual
Meeting on Nov. 13 at Graves
County High School with over
1(X$) borrowers in attendance.
The Association conducts an
annual meeting each year with
the primary objectives being
electing directors, conducting
the official business of the
Association and reviewing the
financial condition with the
membership. The ACA is a
cooperative
member-owned
which provides short, intermediate and long term credit and
credit-related services for(jhe
eight Purchase counties' front
branches at Mayfield. Bardwell,
Clinton, Hickman, Kevil,
Murray, Lone Oak and Marshall
County. The Association had
loans outstanding at Sept. 30 of
approximately $261,765010.
Curtis Hancock. Chainman of
the Board, presided over the
meeting. The membership reelected Randall Heath and Joe F.
Campbell to serve as directors
representing 'Hickman and
Graves Counties, respectively.
Also
2008
Nominating
Committee memtvers were
elected. Those elected to serve
on the 2007 Nominating
Committee were Keith Lowry County;
Graves
Clyde
Curtsinger - Carlisle County;
Ricky Dcweese - Hickman
County; Paul Wilson - Fulton
County; Jeff Sullivan
Ballard/McCracken Counties
and
Dan
Overbey

To
subscribe to the
Li;ER &TIMES
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Calloway/Marshall Counties.
The Directors' Report was given
which reflected the Board's
actions and responsibilities during the year. The report reflected
the continued success of the
Association and their commitment in 'keeping
their
Association financially sound,
member owned and member
operated.
'
Tommy Murphey, Chief
Executive Officer, presented the
President's Report which included a review of the Sept. 30
Report
to
Quarterly
report,
Stockholders. The

included a summary which indicated a net worth for the ACA of
approximately $39.8 million
with assets in excess of $294
million. The CEO reported continued commitment to the
Association's patronage program which paid $2.8 million
dollars to its borrowers for
2006.
The following is the Board of
Directors of the Jackson
Purchase ACA: Curtis Hancock.
Jr., Jeff Davis, Joe Forrest
Campbell, Allen Ross, Eddie
Workman, Randall Heath and
Buddy Ray.
es to o

Free
Photo provided
Accepting the Peak Performer Award for Henry Farmers Cooperative are front row, from left,
d4rectors Gary Story, Grant Norwood, and Jerry Bomar, manager Rodney Gallimore, and director Ricky Middleton. In back are directors David Tyler and Tim Hammond, president Leon
Rogers, and directors Finas Wilson and Van Pittman.

Henry Farmers Cooperative wins
prestigious Peak Performer Award

Photo provided
FFA AG SALES VICTORY: Pictured is the Purchase Region
Champion FFA Ag Sales Team. The team will now represent
Calloway County and the Purchase Region at the FFA State
Convention in June Team members were, bottom, from left,
Jennifer Vincent and Kelsey Watson, top, from left, Erica
Greer and Clay Choate This is the third consecutive year
Calloway County has won this contest. The event included
an on site sales call, telephone order taking, team sales presentation, and a written exam. Greer was the high individual
and Watson was the second high individual.

Henry Farmers Cooperative
received the 2007 Peak
Performer
Award
during
Tennessee
Farmers
Cooperative's (TFC's) annual
meeting at Gaylord Opryland
Resort and Convention Center
on Nov. 26. The award, one of
the highest honors given by
TR', was presented to three
member cooperatives by customer relations officer Jim
McWherter.
Manager Rodney Gallimore
and board president Leon
Rogers accepted the award on
behalf of Henry Farmers Co-op,
which is headquartered in Paris
and operates branches in
Cottage Grove and Midway, Ky.
Also honored as recipients of
the Peak Performer Award were
McNairy Farmers Cooperative
in Selmer and Jefferson Farmers
Cooperative in Dandridge.
-The outstanding efforts of
these three cooperatives in striving for excellence really shines
through." McWherter said.
"They each have deep, longstanding roots in their respective
communities and serve loyal
customer bases, a tribute to their
strong management, knowl-

edgeable employees, and their
willingness to adapt to the
changing times."
The Peak Performer Award is
based on a formula designed to
allow the selection committee to
focus on the very best of the
best, said McWherter. and give
every cooperative, whether
large or small, a chance to coinpete. The criteria go beyond
annual sales volume and profitability to include a number of
other factors, including results
for the past five years, financial
ratios, and rate of sales growth.
These factors are then combined
with the percent of purchases
these Co-opt made from TFC
during the year to reach a score
that shows both value to the Coop's members and dedication to
the entire system.
With a significant amount of
its business tied to crop production, Henry Farmers Co-op
offers a full line of seed. fertilizer, and chemicals and also offers
such services as custom spraying, fertilizer
ication, seed
treating, crop scouting, bulk fuel
delivery, and even a new caltbration system for planters. The
Co-op has also been a leader

in precision ag services and
products such as lightbars and
yield monitors.
Retail fuel pumps/are available at both Cottage Grove and
Paris, where a Mr. Tire car care
center offers passenger and farm
vehicle services. For its livestock customers, the Co-op just
purchased a new bulk feed
delivery truck and also offers
services such as forage and feed
testing.
"Our employees work hard to
earn our customers' business."
said Gallimore, who has served
as Henry Farmers' manager
since December 1998. "Once
they have it, they don't want to
let go. It's about relationships.
People still trade with people."
TFC, a regional farm supply
and service organization, is
owned by Henry Farmers
Cooperative and 59 other member Co-ops across the state.
These Co-opt are owned by
their farmer members and govemed by a local board of directors. Together, the Co-op systern serves more than 70,000
farmer owners and some
500,000 non-member customers.

Give a gift that Commissioner Farmer and former
UK teammates star in campaign
lasts all year
long....
A subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times.

ONE WEEK ONLY!
Come by our office on Dec. 10 through 14
and receive a savings of

$9.00

for a one year subscription.

played.
"I'm grateful to Deron, John
and Sean for joining me in this
promotional
campaign."
Commissioner Farmer said.
-The people of Kentucky have
been good to us, and we're
pleased to give something back
to help Kentucky producers sell
their Kentucky Proud products."
The former UK stars donated
their time to produce the video
and photographs for the campaign. Over the next few years.
they will appear in print and
broadcast advertisements, and
their picture will appear on instore signage in dozens of retail
businesses.

Kentucky Proud is the
Kentucky
Department
of
Agriculture's farm marketing
program. The familiar blue,
green and red logo tells consumers that product was made in
Kentucky by Kentuckians.
About 1,000 farmers, processors, businesses, retailers,
restaurants and farmers' markets
are Kentucky Proud members.
Kentucky Proud generated $39
million in retail sales in 2006,
and that figure is expected to be
much higher in 2007.
To find Kentucky Proud
go
to
products,
www.kyproud.com.
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This holiday shopping season
will be Unforgettable for shoppers looking for Kentucky
Proud products to give to their
loved ones or serve at festive
holiday gathenngs.
Kentucky
Proud
has
launched a promotional camthe
paign
featuring
Unforgettables - Agriculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer,
Deron Feldhaus, John Pelphrey
and Scan Woods, the seniors on
the 1991-1992 University of
Kentucky basketball team that
nearly toppled top-ranked Duke
in the NCAA Tournament in
what many consider the greatest
college basketball game ever
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Children's Chorus will 'perform at Inauguration

Calloway County Schools Parents
& Staff invited to take survey
Calloway County Schools Parents & Staff
are invited to take the Calloway County
Schools 2008-09 Calendar Survey.
From the Calloway County Schools website home page (www.calloway.kyschools.us),
use the site navigation bar on the left side
to open the District Calendar page. The
survey link is located on this page.
The purpose of the survey is to solicit
input from CCSD stakeholders regarding
the 2008-09 school calendar. The district
lo's
Calendar Committee will review input genDatebook erated
from this survey as one factor in
By Jo Burkeen
developing a school calendar that serves
Community
Instruction of CCSD students. The survey
Editor
will be open until Dec. 20. Limit responssurvey per family.

Free assistance for veterans
Veterans and their families will be given fret counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For
information
call
1-877-812-0840
or
e-mail
ronald.rricclure@ky.gov

CCMS grade to present concert
Calloway County Middle School sixth grade students will
present their winter performance on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University Lovett auditorium. The public is invited to attend this special performance by the students.
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Alzheimer's Support Group will have a Christmas party
dessert potluck on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Musical entertainment will
be by the Ensemble of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's club with Kay Ray as coordinator. Families are welcome. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.
at 762-1278.

Murray's Lamb receives
GEORGETOWN, Ky. - Lacey Lamb, a junior chemistry
major and biology minor from Murray, recently received a
$1,000 scholarship given by the Woman's Association of Georgetown College.
A President's Ambassador, she and the other students of this
prestigious group will spend a week in Greece this January
traveling with President Bill Crouch and his wife, Jan.
In October, Lamb was a member of the homecoming court.
She is the daughter of Steve and Jane Lamb, and granddaughter of Doris Greer and the late Clint Greer, all of Murray.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. Principal Lou
Carter invites all interested persons to attend.

Dr. Bradley Almquist
Symphony Choral Program
since 2004.
"The symphony is dedicat,
ed to making sure that chil,
dren of all walks of life eve.
rience the beauty of live music
and have the opportunity to
participate in the music-making process," explained Dr.
Bradley Almquist, director of
choruses. "We are delighted
that the Paducah Symphony
Children's Chorus has been
honored to receive the invita:
tion to perform at such a pres4
tigious ceremony. It is a once:
in-a-lifetime opportunity for out.
children."
For additional informatidi
call the Symphony Office at
270.444.0065, e-mail ntay-.
lor@paducahsymphony.org. ot
visit the office in person at
2101 Broadway in Paducah. :

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the high school media
center. The meeting is open to the public.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

ingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
unds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from
age 9 and up can come to your first meeting for free with
annual membership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For information call Johna at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
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Photo by Amanda Langlands

Lacey Lamb, center, is pictured with Winnie Bratcher, left,
chair , and Zane Cohen, first vice president, of the Woman's
Association.

PADUCAH,Ky. — The Paducah Symphony Children's
Chorus has been invited to perform for the Inauguration of
Kentucky's next governor,
Steve Beshear, on Tuesday in
Frankfort. The ensemble will
represent Paducah, McCracken
County, and Western Kentucky,
during a 1 p.m. performance
immediately preceding the Public Swearing-In Ceremony.
The Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus is the only youth
ensemble performing in this
prelude.
This is the 1 1 th season of
the children's chorus, which
has over 50 members. It has
a rich tradition of providing
choral instruction and performance opportunities to children
throughout the region. Auditions are typically held twice
a year. Children participating
in the chorus range in age
from third to ninth grade and
join us from all-over Western
Kentucky and Southern Illinois.
The group meets once a week
in Paducah for practice that
usually lasts for 90 minutes.
The Children's Chorus performs
at least once a year with the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
and they also perform concerts
at local community events held
at nursing homes, churches and
service clubs, such as the Kiwanis and Rotary. This gives the
choir the opportunity to practice their program. Dr. Bradley
Alniquist, also the director of
choruses at Murray State University, has led the Paducah

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, 1 1 I North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

Vacation horse camp scheduled
Christmas Vacation Horse Camp at Lodestar Farm in Buchanan.
Tenn., will be held Dec. 17-21. with one session each day
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Each day's class will learn the basics
of safety, grooming. leading. tying, lunging, ground driving
and riding bareback, all on a Black Clydesadale. This course
is appropriate for anyone over the age of 8 with any level of
experience. Class size is limited. For more information or to
reserve a space call 1-731-247-3220.

The Murray Chapter of the
International Association of
Administrative Professionals®
(IAAP) held its monthly meeting on Nov.13 at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce room.
Justin Kimbro of K-Squared
Designs, LLC presented a program on "Photography: Tips
& Tricks." Kimbro has been
a hobbyist photographer for
over five years and many of
his photographs have been seen
Photo provided
in local and national magaMASON HONORED: Murray-Calloway County Hospital zines, on the Web, and inside
recently recognized Sharon Mason for 28 years of service to visitor's guides and newspathe hospital with a retirement tea. Mason worked as a nursing pers.
Now, more than a hobby,
assistant in the Med/Surg Unit of the hospital. Pictured from
left are Lisa Moss, director of med/surg, Mason and Keith Kimbro and his wife, Angie,
(K-Squared Designs) have been
Travis, vice president of Human Resources.
in business for a little over a
year with over 150 clients who
use their expertise in advertising and design in company
The Ladies of the Oaks club house with Shirley Wade branding.
product identity,
Country Club held its regu- as hostesses. Persons are asked logos, signage,
catalogs, and
lar Bridge play on Dec. 5.
to call Wade at 753-2220 to much more.
Melva Hatcher, hostess, sign up for play.
The next meeting of 1AAP
announced the following winners: Shirley Jenstrom, first
place, and Shirley Wade, second place.
Bridge will be played on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the

will be Tuesday at noon
Ryan's Family Steak House. :
All
administration/office.
professionals are invited to
.
attend. For more information,:
call Laura Dziekonski at 8091
4816.
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County offices to be closed
Inauguration day on Tuesday has been declared a state holiday. In the Calloway County personnel policy it states that
Calloway County will observe the state holiday schedule: therefore county offices will be closed.

moviesInmurray.com
Enchanted
PG - 7:00 - 9:15

Angel Alerts are issued

Mr. Magorium's
G - 7:10
American Gangster

Angel Alerts have been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. These are for a standard size electric
refrigerator for a single mother of one, a standard size electric refrigeration for a single mother with five children; and
an electric heater for a family. Anyone having one to donate,
call the center at 762-7333.

R - 9:10

August Rush
PG - 7:15 - 9:35
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONL •

Committee meeting today
The School Technology Committee of the Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet
today at 3:10 p.m. in the media center.

The Golden Compass
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45

Lodge 728 will meet tonight

Fred Claus
PG - 7:05 - 9:25
The Mist

Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will meet tonight at 6 in
the Calloway County Service Center, 330 C.C. Lowry Dr.,
Murray.

S. 12 St. • Murray
753-5678

R - 7:25 - 9:50

No driver's tests Tuesday
Linda Avery, Calloway Circuit Court Clerk has announced
that there will be no driver's testing on Tuesday as this has
been declared a state holiday for the inauguration of Gov.
Steve Beshear. therefore the KSP Examiners will not be working on Tuesday. Because there is a full court docket for Dec.
II, the clerk's office will be open and District Court will be
in session. The clerk's office will be open as usual from 8
am. to 5:30 p.m.

305-C

Beowulf
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:40
r

IF You HAIffAN EVENT NollLIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL USAT 753-1916
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Pressure growing to shorten Iraq tours to 12 rtionths
Casey, as the Army chief of signs.
in Europe
said in an Associated Press inter- mender in the field, his calcula- NATO commander
By ROBERT BURNS
"There's a thin red line out
is responsible for mainstaff,
interan
in
said
1993-97,
from
Army
view Dec. 4 that he thinks 15- tion about how many
AP Military Wnter
that you don't know when
there
and
health
overall
the
taining
needed and for view Friday that expecting solWASHINGTON (AP) — As month tours are too long, brigades are
it until after you've
cross
you
he
not based on diers to spend 15 months in Iraq vitality of the entire Army. So
Casey said. "We are
security improves in Iraq, pres- although be said soldiers are what periods are
it,"
crossed
the
puts
that
perspective
a
has
burden.
goal of getting back to is a major
of having to
position
sure is building to reverse one of bearing up well. His own head- the policy
a
in
now
different
a
in
issue
-It is tough." he said. "This is tour length
even though it
the most onerous decisions quarters, from III Corps based at I2-month tours,
sustain an all-volunteer force in
light.
Army
for
the
position
good
a
not
he
Instead
Defense Secretary Robert Gates Fort Hood, is scheduled to stay is a goal he supports.
He mentioned that he has a protracted confrontation for
takes into consideration such — every commander and every
the
made to enable President Bush's for 15 months.
the thought about the danger of the first time since
Odierno said a reduction to things as the trends in security leader will tell you that." On
ry War, and so we
troop buildup to go forward this
Revolutiona
to
strains
wartime
allowing
unreis
it
added,
he
capacity of other hand,
year: extending the tours of 12 months was based on contin- gains, the fighting
are in uncharted territory. We're
army and the progress alistic to expect a commander in "break" the Army. That has not
active-duty soldiers from 12 ued improvements in Iraq and the Iraqi
measuring all of these things
he
but
stressed,
he
happened,
condithat
now
predict
to
Iraq
might not happen until next in Iraqi governance.
months to 15 months.
very carefully, but I've got to
possibility
the
of
wary
remains
a
permit
will
George Joulwan, a retired tions next summer
The extra three months is a December.
you, it's a dicey game."
tell
warning
of missing important
Odiemo said that as a corn- Army general who was the top shortening of tours.
weighty burden, both physically
and psychologically, for soldiers
already stressed by multiple
tours, and on families coping
with strains that have mounted
since the war began in 2003.
"We can't sustain that," Gen.
George Casey, who was the top
U.S. commander in Iraq before
becoming the Army chief of
staff at the Pentagon in April,
said recently. "We have to come
off that." He said a decision on
cutting tour lengths could be
announced in three months Of
four months
Army leaders are pushing to
shorten tour lengths back to 12
months by summer, when
Bush's troop buildup is scheduled to end. But senior commanders an Baghdad appear
reluctant to commit to a change
until perhaps late next year. fearing that Iraqi stability still will
he in doubt until that point.
The outcome depends in
large pan on what Bush decides
to do next spnng after hearing
an updated assessment of Iraq
from his top commander in the
country, Gen. David Petraeus.
At hand then will be a decision
on whether to continue cutting
• 2 Position Recliner
• Chaise Rocker Recliner
U.S. troops levels beyond July.
• Available in
•Textured Fabric
If no further cuts are made, it
Blue
or
Tan
• Available in
the
will he much harder for
Army to back away from the 15.
Olive or
month tours.
Brown
There are now 166,000 U.S.
troops in Iraq. about 30,000
Bush
when
than
more
announced his buildup last
January. By July that is supposed to have fallen back to
about 135000. Although Bush
has not committed yet to going
lower, Gates has expressed hope
it could drop to 100,000 by next
December.
At least 3.10t6 members of
the U.S. military have died in
the war %MCC it started, although
casualties have slowed.
On A visit to Iraq this past
week, Gates said he was encour• Man-sized Padded
• Wall Saver or Rocker
aged by secunty gains but cauChaise
•Velvet Tufted Back
tious about future progress.
e in Buff
Availabl
•
• Available in
As a measure of Army leadSage
or
Burgundy
ers' concern about excessively
long tours, the vice chief of
or Dark Gold
staff, Gen. Richard Cody, told
soldiers in February — two
months before the decision on
15-month tours was made —
that the prevailing standard of
5.
42 months was too long. Cody
said the goal was to cut it to nine
months
Among the soldiers hit hardest by the extended tours are
those in certain units of the 1st
They
Division.
Cavalry
deployed to Iraq from Fort
Hood, Texas, last fall with
orders to return within 12
• Leather Pad over Chaise
months. Then came the word in
• Wall Saver or Rocker
• Big Man Rocker Recliner
Apnl that everyone would stay
for 15 months
with Storage Arm
• Available in Cognac
The 15-month standard does
or Burgundy
• Available in Stone, Buff
not apply to Army National
Brown
or
solGuard or Army Reserve
diers. &Unfits generally serve
seven-month tours, although
they get less time between tours
than do soldiers.
Army Lt Gen. ('arter Ham.
the operations chief for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and a former
commander in Iraq, sitid Fnday
that figunng out the right time to
reduce tour lengths is as much
an art as a science The math
part is fairly straightforward and
points to reductions by late summer, he said
-The art that's being applied
eci apply io prrrious riocimes 'Replier Facer Li e Price 'Lted qmoies•kw emodets
by the commanders on the
Somad reii hoer oar tw espeelx Irner 'ober 'la rod serciamdemecs Mei
ground might yield a different
result,- he said "And that's
what the commanders on the
ground are assessing because
they have to accomplish the 111115501%.The commanders might see a
need to deviate from a straightline approach — possibly deciding. for example, not to ngully
follow a "first in, first out- policy for rotating units home.
InevitaNy, commanders seek to
retain as much flexibility as possible to achieve their combat
goals
Ham said the subject of 15month tours was discussed with
Bush when he visited the
Peasesion Nov. 29.
Le. Geo Ray °diem, the
No 2 LI S co.nmands Iraq.
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Scripting A Win
REINVIGORATED CARTER LEADS RACERS TO OVC WIN

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Calloway County forward Tyrrell Willis goes up for a dunk
against University School of Nashville Saturday. Willis didn't convert on the dunk, but George Garner grabbed the
rebound and sank a shot.

Totally sick
performance
LILLY OVERCOMES ILLNESS TO
LEAD LAKERS WITH 31 POINTS
By KYSER LOUGH
personal performance of 31
Sports Writer
points, 24 of which came from
It was the game that almost his eight three-pointers.
didn't happen.
"He was sick yesterday,
On the way to Calloway throwing up and left school at
County to take on the Lakers, noon, and we didn't really
the University School of know if he'd be playing today,
Nashville team bus made a really," said Calloway County
wrong turn and headed east head coach Bruce Lane. "We
toward Bowling Green. Luck- called him yesterday and called
ily, the error was reversed in him today and he said he
enough time to delay the Sat- thought he'd be able to go."
urday varsity game by only a
The Lakers used a strong first
few minutes.
and fourth quarter showing to
However, that's not the only ensure the win, especially in
thing that almost kept the Lak- the first quarter when they
ers from walking away with a jumped to a 12-point lead. The
71-53 win over the visiting middle quarters did not fare
Tigers. Laker sophomore Austin too well for the Lakers, as the
Lilly came close to missing Tigers were able to outscore
the game and a phenomenal
•See LAKERS,28

MILAN 58, CALLOWAY COUNTY 48

Learning
Curve
LADY LAKERS LEARNING LESSONS IN
STRING OF TWO STRAIGHT LOSSES
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
If Scott Sivills and his Calloway County basketball team
have learned anything from
recent tournament losses to
Milan (Tenn.) and Massac
County (Ill.), it's that three quarters of strong play won't cut
it against the area's elite squads.
Barely 36 hours after falling
to Massac in the finals of the

City of Metropolis Tournament,
a game in which they fell behind
15-1. the Lady Lakers took the
floor for their first-ever appearance at the Marshall County
Hoop Fest.
This time. Calloway jumped
out to a quick start on their
opposition — West Tennessee
powerhouse Milan — but were
done in by a dreadful fourth
•See CCHS,20

TOMMY DILLARD r Ledger & Times
Murray State center Tony Easley goes up for a shot as Morehead State's Leon
Buchanan and Maze Stallworth can only watch. Easley was part of a dominant Racer
post presence that helped Murray State to a 63-44 victory Saturday night.

Racers run off to 2-0 conference mark
MSU POSTS lani
STRAIGHT HOME VICTORY
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's basketball team
fended off a late offensive barrage by visiting
Morehead State, holding on for the 56-54 Ohio
Valley Conference win and gaining its 10th straight home victory.
In the first half, both teams
started sluggishly, but picked
up the pace midway through
the half. Morehead State (2-7,
0-2 OVC) led 15-12 with 7:45
remaining in the period, but
back-to-back baskets by junior
guardifonvard Ashley Hayes
gave the Racers a 16-15 lead.
The lead seesawed down the
stretch, but a putback by sophomore center Pam Bell knotted the game at 25-25 at halftime.
Murray State (6-2, 2-0 OVC) shot 35.5 percent from the floor in the first half. hitting II
of its 31 shots, while the Eagles hit 29.4 percent of their shots, making 10 of its 34 shots.
Both teams had 22 rebounds. Hayes led the
Racers at halftime with 13 points and eight
rebounds. while Morehead State was paced by
Afton Perry, Brittany Pittman and Candyce
Flynn. each with six points, and nine boards
from Pittman.
Murray State shot much better in the sm-

54

TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger & Times
Lady Laker guard Karra Jones hits the floor in a battle
for the ball with a Milan player in Calloway County's Saturday morning game at the Marshall County Hoop Fest.
Calloway led after three quarters, but let the game slip
away in the fourth.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Historically, the script has
gone something like this.
After an always-draining battle with Eastern Kentucky, the
Racers can usually count on a
rebound-game of sorts against
Morehead State, one that is
usually capable of curing all ills,
Everything went pretty much
according to script once again
Saturday night at the Region,
al Special Events Center as Murray State picked up a convinc,
ing 63-44 victory over the
Eagles.
A seemingly reinvigorated
Bruce Carter led the Racers in
scoring for the second consecutive game and Murray State
battered the Eagles in the post
in a game that was well in
hand by halftime.
The Racers outscored Morehead State 27-8 in the paint,
taking advantage of a height discrepancy over the Eagles. Morehead State started no one taller
than 6-foot-5 and played 6foot-8 Kenneth Faried for 17
minutes in an effort to match
up with the taller Racers.
Coming off an Eastern Ken.!
tucky game in which the Racers failed to establish them;
selves down low, head coach
Billy Kennedy emphasized to
his team the importance of
having a post presence in the
days leading up to Saturday's
contest.
"We thought against Eastern Kentucky, we shot too many
threes," Kennedy said. "We
wanted to try to establish some
guys in the post, something
we hadn't been able to do. I
think it really helped us tonight,
not only throwing the ball
inside but driving the ball and
getting to the paint."
Tony Easley started for the
Racers down low and scored
nine points, but Murray State
also got quality minutes from
Georges Fotso, who didn't play
against
Eastern,
Marvin
Williams and Tarod Sanders.
"We've been working on post
play all week," Easley said.
"It was something we needed
to work on. I think it starts
in practice. We've been practicing pretty hard down in the
post, banging around and throwing each other around."
Morehead State was on the
receiving end of most of that
banging and throwing around
Saturday night as they were
•See RACERS,38

all See MSU,38

TOMMY DILLARD /
Ledger & Times
Racer guard Tanjala Wynn lets
loose a shot late
in the second half
in Murray State's
56-54 win over
Morehead State
on Saturday. The
Racers tended
off a late Morehead
State
comeback to stay
undefeated
in
conference play.
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PREP WRESTLING ROUNDUP

.5'CrCIPFEE Elf CPI I212

Lakers finish third
at Hopkinsville
Staff Report

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Lilly gets a layup on a fast break

Laker forward Austin

1

County
Calloway
The
wrestling team took third place
in the 11-team field at the
Hopkinsville Orange and Black
Tournament on Saturday.
The Lakers finished behind
Henderson County and Tennessee's Brentwood Academy.
The Laker squad topped Fort
Knox, Fort Campbell, Christian County,.Caldwell County,
University Heights Academy,
Daviess County, Ohio County
and Hopkinsville.
Calloway had seven wrestlers
finish in the top four in their
weight classes, led by seniors
Ryan Schoppe, 152-pound
champion, and Levi Scarbrough,
I89-pound runner-up.
Other placers were Matthew
Oliver, third place in 140-pound

,1 The Insurance Gillet'of N lurra%

01

division, and fourth-place finishers Keaton Starks (112pound), Brandon Tibaldi (119pound). Aaron Littlepage (145pound) and Ethan Taylor (160pound).
Individual results were:
2-2
0-2
4-1
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
1-2
3-1
1-2
3-0
0-2
1-2
0-2
2-1
1-2

1031) Joey Hamson
112 lb Robbie Friedrich
1121) Keaton Sierks
1191) Casey McKinney
125 lb .laylon Blanton
130 lb Gary Thompson
135 lb Chub* Courtney
1351) Shinn Spann
140 lb Matthew Oliver
1451) Aaron Lrteepage
1521) Ryan Schoppe
1521) Gabriel Martin
171 lb Matthew Fry
171 lb Hunter Arnold
189 lb Levi Scarbrotqh
215 lb Justin Hargrove

The Laker niatmen will be
in competition next on Saturday at the Armstrong Tiger Classic at Caldwell County.

Bit\
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE SCOREB
National Footbail Laiegue
All TImes CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pot
13 0 0 1 000
k-New England
7 6 0 538
Buffalo
3 10 0 231
N Y Jets
0 13 0 000
Miami
South
W L T Pct
2 0 846
11
y-Indianapolis
9 4 0 692
Jacksonville
7 6 0 .538
T•nnessee
6 7 0 462
Houston
North
L T Pct
W
9 4 0 692
Pittsburgh
8 5 0 615
Cleveland
5 8 0 385
Cincinnak
4 9 0 308
Baltimore
W•M
W L T Pet
8 5 0 615
San Diego
6 7 0 462
Denver
4
9 0 308
Oraidand
4 9 0 308
City
Kansas

Nashville
in Calloway's 71-53 win over University School of
scored a
Saturday afternoon at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Lilly
points

team-high 31

•Lakers
try and speed them up. but we
From Page 18
covering the middle real
them. hut net enough to break weren't
it just didn't work
and
well
points.
10
around
than
loser
real
out
good."
Lane attributed the soft midLeading University School
dle game mainly to a strong
junior Ricky Coleman, who
was
that
Tigers
the
by
riffensiv e push
28 points for the Tigers.
had
taoke the Laker defense.
"I knew the Coleman kid
-They moved -the ball on
took third place out of 11
player and Calloway County's grapplers
they lulled us to sleep. I was a very good
and Black Tournament
Orange
lle
Hopkinsvi
the
some trouble." Lane teams at
knew they'd try to control the he gave us
by first-place finisher
led
were
Lakers
The
.
Saturday
on
rail on offense, and they made said.
gh.
Scarbrou
Levi
p
Aside from Coleman's points Ryan Schoppe and runner-u
Light or nine passes and we'd
defensRc
l
occasiona
the
and
tall asleep." he said. "We've
PREP SWIMMING
only other problems
got to get better defensively, lapse, the
were
(Akers
the
plagued
that
ROUNDUP
lit+,ve're staring at the ball a
From Page 1B
throw line and
tle too much and someone will from the tree
en route to a 58-48
quarter
basket.
under the
ut hehmd us and sneak in a
loss.
more
throws
free
shot
-We
,ayup I'm pleased with offense
Calloway entered the fourth
this year than we
right now but we've got to in practice
a 39-32 lead in hand, but
with
not
just
we're
and
get better detensisely, that's ever have,
Milan started sinking its shots
he
now."
right
them
making
thy main oblective for nexTin the final period and turned
said. -We need to work on
week."
up the defensive heat on the
goal.
the
under
lot
a
finishing
k
.iimebaC
the
Despite
Lady Lakers, who committed
we're
basket
the
under
right
attempt. h Vniversdy School,
several crucial turnovers.
shots ---we're not finlally•s consistent shooting from nussing
Sivills wouldn't use fatigue
They're
play.
the
through
ishing
Lakers
the 3-point he let the
as an excuse, but had he done
sync
of
out
little
a
just
kinda
keep a comfortable lead. This,
so, no one would NM batted
but that's to be
combined with a whopping 30 nght now,
an eyelash. The Saturday mornof year."
time
this
expected
eight
to
rebounds 4:unmated
ing affair was the Lady Laktheir
under
two
game
With
trout the Tigers. let lane and
fourth game since Monday
ers
at
stand
now
Lakers
the
the rest nit the Lakers rest easy. belts.
night after playing three games
week's
next
into
heading
2-0
"Austin and the way he shot
at the City of Metropolis Tourof play.
Staff Report
the hall really hailed us out round
nament. the last of which came
have
We
good.
"I feel pretty
The Murray High School Thursday evening.
tonight.- Lane salfil -George
we're
but
40.
to
way
long
a
Satswim team competed on
and Tyrell. if I can keep them
-They ran us and kind of
g and playing hard," urday at the 21-team Hilltopin the game a lot, we ought competin
us down." Sivills said of
wore
with
pleased
to he able to out rebound most Line said. "I'm
per Invitational in Bowling Milan. "I don't know that it
the chemnow,
right
effort
the
Green.
ml our opponents
was fatigue. Our kids were tired.
good. a good start
Murray High had only 9
Lane also had to deal with istry's real
Four games in five and a half
season."
your
to
members
team
members
16
out of their
a team that included
days will do that to you. but
competing at the meet, but we've got to do a better job
nil the Laker football team. USN
9 17 15 12 — 53
Caitlin Williams and Lauren of staying focused."
who hase only recently been Calloway Co 21 16 12 22-- 71
Erickson picked up the slack
able to commit lull -tunic to
Calloway took a 39-32
(24) Coleman 211, Fishel 9 Byrd
for the girls' team.
basketball. This hurt the team Ullal
into the final frame,
advantage
7. Ooochin 5 Kew., 4
Williams took first place in but Milan took off on a 17-4
and the half-court press that FO: 15-21 3-polni FG 5-10 FT: 8-10
of
out
astounds: 8 Fouls: 8
the 100-yard freestyle
lane is trying to develop
run to start the fourth quarter
(2-0) — Lay 31 Gamer
Erickson
40 competitors.
"A kit of guys we lust got CallowayILCo.
outscored the Lady Lakand
Dobbins 6 Kelly 4 Burnous
IS. Wills
received first place in the 100- ers 26-9 in the period.
back from football and haven't 3. Warms 2, He 2
81 FT:
yard backstroke out of 17 comhad a chance to work on our FO: 20-26 3-poInt FG: 8-13
Things began unraveling
petitors and captured a fifth- quickly for Calloway when
halt court trap any." Lane said. 7.12 Rebounds: 30 FP": 11
place finish in the 1(10-yard Sivills was whistled for a tech!Ake did that %time tonight to
butterfly.
nical foul with the game knotFrom the boys' team. Jesus ted up at 43. The veteran coach
both
metals
Siqueiros earned
thought his team had drawn a
in the 200-yard freestyle and foul in the post, but no whis100-yard breaststroke. Also tle was blown.
NEW HIGHER PAY PACKAGES
bringing home medals were
After do-everything forward
• Company-provided CDL training for
Adam Miller in the 1(X/-yard Chantel Poston drained two
backstroke and Robbie Jones free throws and sank a jump
qualified candidates
in
the 500-yard freestyle.
shot to give the Lady Bull• Nearly 2/3 of Schneider drivers get
Murray High will travel to dogs a four-point advantage,
hom e daily or weekly
Owensboro on Dec. 15 to com- Sarah Hamm stole the ball in
pete in the Devilfish Super the backcourt and dished to
Final.
schiell,e6SAMI
Shaniqua Gray. who layed it
,SSSU
in to put Milan ahead by six.
From there, it was the Poston show as the senior for0 ward made sure her team left
O0000000000.000
Hoop Fest as victors en route
GAME fra
to scoring a team-high 22 points.
•
Poston led a very athletic group
of Lady Bulldogs, a team that
impressed Sivills with their ability to get up and down the
court.
"(Poston) just took over the
game and made some big
plays," Sivills said. -They are

Thursday's Games
Washington 24, Chicago 16
Sunday's Games
Dallas 28. Detroit 27
Buffalo 38. Miami 17
San Diego 23. Tennessee 17 OT
Green Bay 38, Oakland 7
Houston 28. Tampa Bay 14
Cincinnati 19, St LOUIS 10
N Y Giants 16. Philadelphia 13
Jacksonville 37 Carolina 6
Seattle 42. Anzona 21
Minnesota 27, San Francisco 7
Cleveland 24,'N Y Jets 18
Denver 41. Kansas City 7
New England 34. Pittsburgh 13
Indianapolis 44. Baltimore 20
Monday's Game
New Orleans at Atlanta. 7 30 p m

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
1 0 923
12
inDallas
9 4 0 692
N Y Giants
6 7 0 462
Washington
5 8 0 385
Phriadelphia
South
L T Pet
W
8 5 0 615
Tampa Bay
5 7 0 417
New Orleans
5 8 0 385
Carolina
3 9 0 260
Atlanta
North
L T Pct
W
2 0 846
11
a-Green Bay
7 6 0 538
Minnesota
6 7 0 462
Detroit
5 8 0 385
Chicago
West
L T Pct
W
9 4 0 .692
',Seattle
6 7 0 .462
Arizona
3 10 0 231
San Francisco
3 10 0 231
St Louis

Thursday, Dec. 13
Denver at Houston, 7:15 p.m.
Saturday's Game
Cincinnati at San Francisco. 7:15 p.m
Sunday, Doc. 111
Baltimore at Miami. Noon
Orleans. Noon
New
at
Anzona
Green Bay at St Louts, Noon
N Y Jets at New England. Noon
Buffalo at Cleveland, Noon
Seattle at Carolina Noon
Tennessee at Kansas City, Noon
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, Noon
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, Noon
Indianapolis at Oaldand, 3:05 pm
Philadelphia at Dallas, 3:15 p is
Detroit at San Diego. 3:15 p.m.
Washington at NV Giants. 7:15 p.m
Monday, Dar., 17
Chicago at Minnesota. 730 p.m

Williams &
Erickson take
first place at
Hilltopper
swim meet

TIGERS TAKE ON
21 OTHER TEAMS
OVER WEEKEND
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figure out how to get Cuninvolved.
more
ningham
Calloway started the game
on an 11-4 run behind Adams'
play in the post and led 15-9
at the end of the first quarter.
A low scoring second quarter
ended with the Lady Lakers
taking a 19-18 lead into halftime.
Both teams struggled from
the field in the first half. Milan
didn't begin sinking its shots
with regularity until after the
break and Sivills was none too
pleased with Calloway's numbers. The Lady Lakers shot
better in the third quarter. but
finished 19-for-49 from the
field.
Milan
Calloway Co

9
15

9 14 26 — 58
4 20 9 — 48

Wan (5-0) -- Poston 22, Gray 20 Glenn
10 Simplon 4. Joyner 2
FO: 22-44 3-polInt PG: 1-7(Poston) Fr
11-14 Rebound= 22 Assists: 4
Calloway Co.04)— Adams 26. Fields
13 CunrerigNirn 5 Butts 2. Jones 2
10-13
FG: 19-49 3-poInt FO: 0-2
Rebounds: 24 Asialiela: 7

rr

*

-

Enter for a chance to win two tickets
for Section 11, Row J. seats 9 & 10

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Rachel Adams lets a shot go in the
Saturday.
first half of the Lady Lakers' loss to Milan on
boards,
Adams scored 26 points and grabbed nine
Calloway forward

so athletic; we probably won't
play a team as athletic as them
all year."
Defensively, the Lady Bulldogs rendered Calloway standout Kayla Cunningham largely ineffective, holding her to
just five points.
Cunningham's fellow frontcourters Rachel Adams and
Averee Fields proved themselves more than capable of
picking up the slack. however. Adams scored a game-high
26 points and grabbed nine
rebounds, also a game high,
while shooting a perfect sixfor-six from the charity stripe.
Fields notched 13 points and
brought down eight boards and
pestered the Lady Bulldogs all
morning with a full-court press
that was quite effective at times.
Sivills said he was encouraged by the ability of Adams
and Fields to carry the team,
hut said his squad needs to

•
•

PIZZA SPECIALS
$7.00
16" Chios* PIZZO
$9.44
16" Unlimited Toppings
$13.00
3 W)th 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings ..$7 00 ea.
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Coin, COWBOYS,
SEAHAWKS AND PACKERS
CLINCH DIVISIONS

The victory clinched a first-round playoff bye, and the Patriots should be big
favorites to take a 15-0 record into their
season finale at the New York Giants.
"This is the point in the year when
we're going to have to start playing our
best football," Patriots offensive tackle
Matt Light said. "1 don't think anyone
can say we've been doing that the past
couple of weeks. It's good to be back on
track."
The Colts routed Baltimore 44-20 to
secure a'playoff berth for the sixth consecutive year. The Cowboys rallied past
Detroit 28-27 to win the NFC East, and
the Seahawks beat Arizona 42-21 for the
NFC West crown. The Packers' 38-7 victory over Oakland secured the NFC North
title.
Miami remained winless by falling to
Buffalo 38-17.
Elsewhere, it was San Diego 23, Tennessee 17 in overtime; Houston 28, Tampa
Bay 14; the New York Giants 16, Philadelphia 13; Minnesota 27, San Francisco 7;
Cleveland 24, the New York Jets 18; Denver 41, Kansas City 7; and Cincinnati
19, St. Louis 10.
The weekend began with Washington
beating Chicago 24-16 on Thursday night.
On Monday night, it's New Orleans at
Atlanta.
Patriots 34, Steelers . 13

By The Associated Press
While four teams were clinching playoff berths, the New England Patriots stayed
on track for a perfect season.
Indianapolis qualified for the postseason, and Dallas, Seattle and Green Bay
won their divisions Sunday, big news in
those cities, for sure. Still, the achievements of the Patriots continued to overshadow everything else in the NFL as
they moved to 13-0 with a 34-13 romp
past Pittsburgh.
After struggling in their last two games
against weak teams, the Patriots blew out
an opponent they just might see again in
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & limes the postseason. Tom Brady threw four
Murray State forward Marvin Williams goes up for a
touchdown passes, shattering Steelers safeshot on Morehead State's Maze Stallworth in the Racty Anthony Smith's guarantee of a victoers' 63-44 victory Saturday night.
ry, with Randy Moss catching two of
them.
The Patriots became the fifth team with
a 13-0 record, joining the 1934 Bears,
From Page 1B
close for the better part of the 1972 Dolphins, 1998 Broncos
and 2005
outrebounded 33-26 and held first half before Murray State Colts. They can become
the first team
to just 26 percent shooting took off on a 20-10 run to since the 1972 Dolphins
to finish a regclose the half. Both teams ular season undefeated; those
from the floor.
Dolphins were
The Eagles made just 12 field played sluggish and turned the 14-0, then won three postseas
on games
goals and got the rest of their ball over frequently during the for the NFL's only perfect
season.
points on 15-for-18 shooting first 10 minutes of play.
from the free throb line.
At the 8:29 mark of the
For the Racers, it was their first half, the Racers held an
best defensive field goal per- 11-10 lead. It was then that
centage of the season. On the the Racers began to get their From Page 1B
30-second timeout, and when
flip side, the Racers shot 54 act together, scoring 13 unan- ond half, hitting 14 of its 27 play resumed, Smith-Williams
percent themselves, a byprod- swered points.
second-half shots(51.9 percent). tried another three from the
uct of their ability to get inside
Preseason All-OVC selec- Junior guard Amber Guffey left side. It missed and went
and get high-percentage shots. tion Bruce Carter led the Rac- opened the half with two free out of bounds as time expired.
A game earlier in the week ers with a team-high 13 points throws, then senior guard
"I've got to give credit to
in which the Eagles played and seven rebounds, also a Shaleea Petty hit a jumper to our team for hanging in there
league favorite Austin Peay to team-high. For Carter, who give the Racers a 29-25 lead. when things weren't going our
a close four-point game might struggled in the season's first Morehead State (2-7, 0-2 OVC) way," said Racer head coach
have raised some eyebrows several weeks, conference play cut that lead to one point four Jody Adams. "Ashley Hayes
heading into Saturday's con- has been a welcome arrival.
times before a three from Hayes, did a great job of stepping up
test, but did a convincing Mur"I've just been trying to a bucket by senior guard/for- and taking the bulk of the
ray State victory make a state- play more relaxed," he said. ward Gerraca Matthews and a offense for us. She hit big
ment to the league? Kennedy "I go out there with a little jumpshot by Hayes gave the shots, and she continued to
more confidence. I know there's Racers a 46-38 lead with 10:55 follow the ball; she wanted the
doesn't think so.
"It's hard to win on the a lot of pressure on me. I'm remaining in regulation.
ball in her hands.
road. They played a tough game a senior, so guys are counting
"I think Mallory Luckett did
Morehead State was able to
at Austin Peay and then had on me. I just mentally got it chip away at that lead, tying a great job for us defensively.
to come here. I don't think a together and started banging the game at 54-54 when Pittman She's a blue-collar kid. She's
lot of people think they're every night."
hit a layup with 2:09 remain- going to fight, even when she's
going to come over here and
ing. Morehead's Perry stole the tired, and she's one who gives
sweep this trip. I hope we can
ball on the next possession, this team a lift. She energized
hold our end of the bargain
but Hayes was able to grab us; there's no doubt about it.
up."
the defensive rebound and bring On Angela's last basket, it was
— With under three minutes
the ball up the court. Senior a great placement" pass off of
remaining and the game well
center Angela Brown hit a penetration. Those are the shots
in hand, chants for junior walk- Austin Peay
(4-5) jumper to give the Racers a that we depend on Angela to
on Jarad Key began to ring SE Missoun State
(6-4)
56-54 lead with 1:09 remain- make. It was just a tough game
out at the RSEC. As soon as Eastern Kentucky
(4-5) ing.
for Angela tonight. Our bench
Key got off the bench and Samford
(3-4)
The Eagles brought the ball really came in and stepped up
checked in, the crowd began Tennessee-Martin
(5-4) down the court, and Anitha for us big tonight."
to call for fellow walk-on fresh- Murray State
(4-3)
Smith-Williams put up a three
Murray State was led by
Tennessee State
man Picasso Simmons.
(3-5)
that fell away. and Brown Hayes, who had a career-highBoth Key and Simmons Tennessee Tech
(3-7)
grabbed the defensive board. tying 26 points on 12-for-24
played a minute, and both com- Eastern Illinois
(1-8)
Guffey tried a layup with 37 shooting and grabbed 11
mitted a turnover, but that did- Jacksonville State
(2-7)
seconds left, but missed, and rebounds for her fifth doubleMorehead State
n't seem to bother Kennedy.
(2-6)
Morehead State took the double of the season. Guffey
"Our players wanted to get
Setixday. Dee. I
rebound back down the court. added 10 points getting all of
Western Kentucky 77 EaStOrri Kentucky 60
them in," he said. -That's where Tennessee-Marbn 90, Jacksonville State
After a Morehead State time- the Racers' free throws, going
81
you build team chemistry and Evansville 72. Austin Peey 62
out, Smith-Williams tried anoth- 3-for-3 from the line. Petty
Strecun Stale 84, Tennessee Tech 74
unselfishness and that was SE
er three, missed, and Pittman had a team season-high eight
Murray State 63. /Aoretteed State 44
something that was really hard Tonrosse• State 74. Eastern Illinois 72
took the rebound. Tarah Combs assists, and she and sophomore
Saturday, Dec. IS
for us to accomplish last year Samford vs Reinhardt
launched from behind the arc guard Mallory Luckett each
College 2 pm
with so many new guys. I Austin Posy vs Akron 7 30 pm
with five seconds left, missed, had a game-high three steals.
Sunday, Dec. 10
think that helps you win close Tennessee Tact, at Oregon State
and Chynna Bozeman grabbed
Morehead State was paced
• pm
Mondry, Dec. 17
games."
the board. Each team took a by Penry's 16 points on 6-forTennessee State at IMilmont
Saturday night's game was Moreessed Sena as UT Mans,
9 shooting from the floor.

•Racers

The Patriots had a short week to prepare for the Steelers (9-4) after beating
the Ravens on Monday night on a touchdown with 44 seconds left. Didn't matter.
New England was sparked by Smith's
guarantee.
Chargers 23, Titans 17, OT
LaDainian Tomlinson scored on a 16yard run in overtime after the Chargers
rallied from a 14-point deficit in the
fourth quarter for their third straight victory and seventh in nine games.
Tennessee (7-6) had a chance to run
out the clock in a game the Titans desperately needed to stay close to Cleveland and Jacksonville for the AFC's two
wild-card berths. But they gave the ball
back to San Diego (8-5) with 2:24 left
in regulation and went three-and-out in
overtime.
The loss wasted a strong performance
by the Tennessee defense, which had five
sacks and three interceptions. But Philip
Rivers started the rally with a 7-yard TD
pass to Tomlinson with 7:29 left. Then
Rivers moved the Chargers 80 yards in
2:15, throwing down the middle on fourthand-5 to Chris Chambers for 20 yards.
He hit Antonio Gates for a 2-yard score
with 9 seconds remaining in the fourth
quarter to force OT.
Tomlinson finished with 26 carries for
146 yards.

Pittman had a double-double
for the Eagles with 14 points
and 15 rebounds to go with a
game-high thew blocked shots.
Bozeman had eight rebounds for
the Eagles.
Murray State will take Finals
Week off, then will travel to
Lipscomb for a Dec. 15 contest. The Racers will return
home on Saturday. Dec. 22,
for a game against Alabama
A&M.
AROUND THE OVC
Austin Peay played its second straight OVC overtime
game this Saturday, falling to
Eastern Kentucky 68-66. Both
teams are now I -I in OVC
play. Jacksonville State joined
Murray State and Eastern Illinois at 2-0 in league play with
a 71-58 win at UT Martin.
while Eastern Illinois beat Tennessee
State
65-57
in
Charleston. Southeast Missouri
won at home against Tennessee
Tech 66-60.

Murray State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
SE Missouri State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Samfoid
Tennessee Martin
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech

(6-2)
(5-4)
(3-7)
(5-2)
(5-5)
(4-4)
(3-6)
(6-3)
(3-5)
(2-7)
(1-6)

Saturday, Dec. a
Eastern Kentucky 66 Austin Peay 86
Jacksonville State 7' Tennessee-Martin 58
Eastern Illanois 65 Tennessee State 57
SE Missoun,State 66 Tennessee Tech 60
Murray Stale 56. Morehead State 54
Saturday, D.C. 15
akusen Peay as Middle Tennessee 5 15 p m
Murray State at Lipscomb 7 pm
Tennessee Tech at *rola Tournament
Sunday, Dec. 18
Tennessee Tech at Hewett Tournament
Tennessee State at Butler 2 p m
Monday. Dec. 17
Morehead State as UT Mann,• 15 p
Tennessee Tech at Hawaii Tournament
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•Font Will Sided Rains & Pleces
•Igunlia"Peass...RomoiSalied
•Qom Caring oilsSid Pam
•*kr Bees&incifot Baden
•Clecontive MimsTua
•Chocolat,flassos& Praline Cooed Nets
2.4 Liter- Automatic • Air Cond. • Tilt Wheel
Lamps • Alloy Wheels • AM/FM/CD - Speed Control
Power Windows/Locks - Power Driver Seat

Lifetime Powertrain
Warranty
2.4 Liter • Antlinistic - Air Cond. • Tilt Wheel
Floor Mats • Speed Control - Power Windows/Locks
Power Driver Seat • Alloy Wheels • Body Color Mldg.

in today to pick up your
'fleets and book your hol
party while you're here!
Prtvate rooms to accommodate up to 60 people!
Reader's Choice Winner
For 6 Consecutive years!

Stairrtta is co-ming to
The!get:lied Arts PirarAncIc60,
oil

Ttrestloy, Deeemler
frorm 2-g p.111.

4.0 Liter VS'S Spil Ante.• Aix Cued.• Full Power • Tilt Wheel
Speed Control • Rear Back Assist • Chrome Clad Wheels
Power Uft Gate • Flom Mats • 2+3+2 Seating • Lots Mere

Everyone is Invited
Santa will have goodie bags
for all the kids.

CHRYSLER•OODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12Th • MURRAY, KY •(270)753-6448
www.cains.net
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NCE
NOTICE AN TO READING AND SUMMARY OF ORDINA
Court, at • meeting to he
Notice is hereby given ttuet the Calloway County Fuca!
18. 2007. at the %leaks
held at the hour 5341 PM on Tuesday. December
to and consider for
Community ('enter Murray. Ky will give a final reading
..ige and enactment the following Ordinance
ORDINANCE NO.07.1110.A
M REGULATIONS GOVERN
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING THE MINIMU
URES AND PREMISES ESSENTIAL
ING THE'MAINTENANCE OF STRUCT
OF THE CITIZEN OF
SAFETY
AND
EoR THE pRryrgemoN or THE HEALTH
Kits 82 700 AND HRH 381 770
I'ALLOViAY C01.'NTY PURSUANT TO
ordinance Thew,
sgemoN I of the ordinance define. certain terms used in the
. Uneiafe Premises. (hyner
terms include Premiere Structure. Unsafe Structure
Agriculture, Geographo
Person. Occupant Operator, Ordinance Officials,
Boundanew
is Any owner person
sEVTION 11 states the policy behind the ordinance which
or unsafe premise.
scupant or operator shalt not maintain an unsafe structure
,
oithin the boundaries f the Calloway County, Kentucky
s
arta forth the duties and powers of the ordinance
,Ernos III if the..irdinance
Right of Entry
..tficial which include itisuance ,if Notices and Orders.
Identification, Relief from personal responsibility
method of mervice by which
SE1-11.11kN IV of the ordinance arts forth the form and
•Ino deambes corrective
notice is given to violators of the ordinance This section
compliance This section
...bon of the ordinance official neceissary for ordinance
corrective action le
els° establishes a lien on the premises or property where
Situation. that allow ordinance
requirwl This section also defines 'Emergency
provisions
to take immediate action to enforce the ordinance
Protection Board and
SECTION V establish., 4 Calloway County Property
activities This section also
defines the duties and responsibilities of the boards
e along with fundamen
provide• a right r of appeal for thoee affected by the ordinanc ent proceedings
enforcem
tal due promote nghts for those subject to ordinance
for violation•14 the ordinance
,ErTION VI of the ordinance establishea penalties thru the Calloway Counts
1.171115 VII provides for enforcement provisions
ircuit COUrt
SY(-11(15 VIII
w.ntence, clause or phrase ot
Validity: If any section, sulowction, paragraph
r, ouch decision shall
..relinance shall he declared invalid for any reason whatsoeve
which shall continue in full
not affect the remaining portion. of this .ordinance
e are hereby
ordinanc
of this
force and effect, and to this end the pntrisions
1-o. tared to he severable
Larry Elkins. Cathie's.,
:1 e full tett of the Ordinance is on file in the Office of
Murray. Ky, where it may be
• ...into Judge Executive, 101 South Fifth Street,
',ported
the above ordinance was submitted and passed
is further hereby given that
if the Calloway County
• first meeting at the regularly scheduled meeting
pm CST at the
.call'ourt held in November 20. 2007 at the hour 445
ommunitv Center 0.07 Poplar Street. Murray. Ky
lArry
Calloway Judge Earcuatte

41orras State I'm...miry is accepting bids from qu•lon price con bed oadractors for electrical installati
State University
rail 'in the g•fr11.111. 14 Morriss
will open January a 2i101, at 2 ta1PM
bid advertise
ontractors (rids receive a cop) of the
..ent lu ii ufitaitilig Ibane Plied. at ,2700408
r
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ACCOUNTANT
Established Murray
CPA firm looking for a
Fl CPA or CPA candi
date Fax resume to
(270)753-1732
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Hours
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Murray High
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olumhus
Si knights
Squirt Rd
riPM on the
1st Sat of the month
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sources rateable, but
traccurames do occur
Headers using this
mforrnsbon do so al
thew own risk Although
persons and companies menboned hereon
are behoved to be reputable. The horsey
Ledper I Times. nor
any of Is employees
accept fry remove/0*y ststwesoseer for Meer
aceMbes

BP Truck stop is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
FleVesentatives We
are in need of sales
motivated take charge
indmduals to poin our
team If you are a
Warn player honest
reliable. we are look Wig for you Please
art* In ParSOn at BP
Truck stop. 2185 US
Hwy 641 North
Murray. KY
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden *Mks qualified and rrollvated ode
vidual for retail sales
$6.potential income
possible Great bens
Ms Sates experience
rework,
731 584 9429
FULL-TIME customer
turiPoil reoresentative
needed to provide
phone support for
PowerClem software
18 paid days off per
year. heelevite onsur•
once. retirement SAM
year college Erna
resurnes to Cir.
dioa•powerclalm corn
MOW Nelda° applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortve-in. 217 5 125s
St., Murray. KY No
phone calla

Complete Formal Wear Headquarter•

Consistent with its ongoing growth. PTL is seeking
enthusiastic, career minded individuals to fill positions in several areas within the Murray corporate
headquarters in entry to intermediate level, fulltime positions Past exposure to the transportation industry is a plus, but, not required
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel) and tetephone skills and experience in customer service,
accounting. andior marketing are preferred. Most
positions require attention to detail and ability to
work with management and decision makers
Successful employees often demonstrate a strong
work ethic complemented by supenor organizational, written and verbal communication, and analytical skills We offer a competitive compensation
and benefits package Submit resume to

r
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Lewd
Kolbe

WASTE
WIN pick
oil/hydra
Drum ex,
D Farm
270-436-

Does Your Policy Pay 100'4 of
the Deductibles,

.•

Limousines & Vans
304 Nein St.
Marro CY 411171

12X11 cz
Brown E
new 753

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

I alle.POR MBA
Mil641747157

12711711411140

AI Oman Trasspenigain • Airport Nene*•Candid Winn

12'X24'
ing w/frof
$3,900 fi
8222 or 2

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

WNW

FREE HELP IN CIAlit FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
•14.4% is guaranteed on first year
money.

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pm-Arrangement Specialist.

'No risk to principal because ills guaranteed
'The rate is subtect to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

"HOW

j

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Avoid inflationary cost.

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CPA/ACCOUNTANT
Our Murray, KY corporate headquarters Otis seeking an experienced professional accountant.
preferably a CPA, for the position Assistant
Controller Experience in the trucking industry a
plus. but, not required Initial emphasis is on
accounting and regulatory compliance We offer a
competitive compensation package Responsible
and eager ittividuals seeking a career opportunity
with potential for advancement are encouraged to

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Al Types of Refuge Service 11.
1400-5854033

270-753-241I
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J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

2 cryptt
Memona
Deluxe
Package
Chapel
closing I
(479)244

TN Lx $58393• KY lx..10E60221 ME9837

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years
060

060
Help Waged

Help Wanted

Computers

--,

DISCLAIMER
.hen accessiny the
help wanted' 4mtion
on r ert i.1,44•Irled•
oehpage st
inurtayleclget coni.
SOU willhe redirected
johnciwork sont
Its &fault.
Murray .ind I,. Al lob
listingo will appear .11
this wetottc
However as a nAtion•1
yschsitc, d.0 ill listings
on the johnetisort l0111
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
at Times Mace 0•11
us it you have ans
questions regarding
the Murray area
044 Issue,. Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you Full hme and
part time positions
avertable
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
1270)753-5227
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111=Mr-11E

The City of Murray. has the following :lob opportunity

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
[

POSITION: Accountant

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Empioye.

Director of Rehabilitation Therapy
Re...p.m...shit. tor the management and development of rehabilitation therapy wer% ice. in all
opera,I(1 -.1, ( oordin.ites and 4upervise.i the
ihmis in Rehabilitation I herapv Services
Department including phy-44.-41 therapy, occupatIonal the.rapy and Teeth therap%
Qualitication. Must be a licensed l'h% meal
I herapr‘t Prett.3 Si,nlet,nt. w ith pre% I,.
superveairv or management cerement's*
Pica.... aprIv on-line at
lhospaation
vf to YL.1244.1kh Ay resiona
'I

Parkway Regional Hospital
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, Kl 42041
Phone: 270-472-2522
Fax. 270-472-8072

NOW HIRING

MARKETING
Pleasant voices neeo•
ed for easy phone
work. No selling.
immediate tuN time
positions Work
Monday-Friday $7
$16 per-hour Paid
weekly CaN 759-4958
NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
$91sr alter paid training
.0eneass ParVFue
time -flexible schedule7-days a week
1-888-974-JOEIS
T079110507
I
RECEPTIONIST
LPN. doctor's office
Send resume with
rehinecea toi PO Box
Murray. KY
104041
42071

"

140

supervision of payroll
Overview of Duties: General accounting duties and
ing from
Account
in
Degree
Bachelor
ments:
Educational Require
ak.k.redited college preferred
liepartment: City of Murray Finance Division
ing on experience) with
Salary Range: 515.33-526.24 per hour (depend
full benefits
TIME EMPLOYMENT.
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL

insurance,
City of Murray benefit package includes health
sick, vacation
plan,
wellness
plan.
nt
retireme
state
ce,
insuran
life
and personal days.
listed position are
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above
Hall at 104 N. 5th
available at the City Clerk's office located in City

questions concerning this
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have
270-762-0330 ext. 103,
at
Office
l
position. please contact the Personne
rayky.gov and then
pplications can be obtained on-line at www.mur
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street. Murray. KY 42071.
Monday. December 17, 2007.
Deadline for accepting applications is 501 pa.
ul applicant.
Drug screening will be required ti(successf
Employer.
nity
Opportu
Equal
an
The City of Murray is

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call
753-3633

21
713.

Amity Its parson at
1115 Chastawt
Murray or MO Paris
RN., Marchtlif
rof

Full-time/pan-time RN or LPN tor busy
medical practice. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky. Will need good
phone. organiz.atiocial. and people skills.
Must he willing to work a flexible
schedule Please send resume and cover
letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-P. Murray. K1' 42071

McKesson Corporation is seeking a
highly motivated, energetic individual
for the position of Reimbursement
Specialist in a Murray. KY medical
office. This position required attention to detail, accuracy and efficiency.
Applicant must have strong communication and computer skills. Total
benefit package. Interested persons
may apply at www.mckesson.com.
Job reference #I8057.

SALES help wanted for
insurance
local
agency We provide a
wide range of prodirks One of Nation's
companies.
rgest
Insurance experience
not
but
helpful
required. Training will
be provided if necessary Send resume to:
1040-R,
P0. Box
Murelly.11Y 42071.

I clean homes and
Get
businesses
phone
1(616)835-9647
NEED help around
your house? I clean
and organize Good
references Call Mary
at 978-1096 or
978-1358

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
her

Illitt rt1f14
3-

fill

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Sale wooden
telephone poles II
fence post Creosote
treated WIN deliver.
731-782-8180

SATELI
FREE
Get a
FREE
upgrad(
months
grammi
upgrade
FREE
n
C
Prograr
$29.991
for loca
Beaste!
Satellite
759-09
877-45!

ml

* * lout * *:
HOLLY..DAY*

I * 1101,11111110111

Give a gift subscription to the I
*

LFICERSITIMES **I
Local Mall
Items Delivery
tt semis,
3sea-ULM 3 me __________
6 ma -.--$52.60 6 me-Will
I yz
1 yr.--SRAM
MI Other Mali
Sthearipdaas
3im....._rms• 3...-$73.111
6am-SRN '-S.-$96.1111
$145.30
1 yr.-...........$121.1111 Iyr.
Rest of KY/TN
"rpm

Check

Money Order

Vilma

tvc

Name

Zip

I State

**OW
FINAN
Cn
2 batt
Puryei
old.
$3,501
month
(270)7

***ON
FINN
No

Comp

2BR
water
ramp
cover
Pnmr

I St Address
I
City

FOR

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

I.

NEW po
used, 1
wood, cz
acc pa
$4,500,
$1.600.
(573)30(

Larry

1.,,I opportunit% emisiofer

EXPANDING occupational health clink
seeks PT PA Of NP
Please send resume to
PO Box 1055 Calved
City. KY 42029

1-8

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

NOTICE

j

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270)71214516

Con°

down
Cad?

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Thom

Ham ()Ili

A

ffittlhot41
i&

411- \
-/
-

I I

2006 Vulcan
10 1500 Classic.
0
41
Less than 5,000

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

"•

2004 Yamaha PW50
Like new, one owner,
$700

2006 16x68 Northern
6
Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.j
built Fleetwood manu1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
factured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 101t. front
porch and bock Nadde
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
eb & &seise
l1
1113
$29,900 or finance for
150
$1,500 down payment.
3 female CKC Shih
Artaiss
$308 monthly. 1-800- 2, 3 & 4BR houses
with
puppies
Tzu
For SW
deposi
&
Lease
455-3001
papers. Ready now.
required. 753-4109
LIQUIDATION Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
$200-$250.
324
M 2006 Homes Must
in package, 6-7 per2BR IBA, Hazel. No 731-641-1
Go!
son, lots of pats, digital.
pets. 731-498-8312.
puppy,
Sheltie
A.K.C.
ozoneator, water fall, Unbelievable Deals.
wks old, vet
10
Bsmt,
2BA,
-BR,
3
Save
$7.300,
left.
Only 4
cover, retail
checked, shots.
wraparound deck, 1/2
must sell $3,700. Thousands!! Call now
(270)354-8211
blk to hospital. $700
(573)300-1031
731-584-9429.
mo. 293-8989
BOXER pups for sale.
REMODELED
12 gauge T Browning
$495 2 solid white females, 1
2BA,
3BR
4BR,
e!
Gold Hunter with 3 Doublewid
brown male. $300. Cali
28A, 2,000 Sq.Ft., month. No pets 701
chokes.
270-226-8256.
New appliances, 1.3 Broad St.
3-1/T
gauge
12
acre lot. Owner financ- 270-293-4602
Remington 870 with
DOG Obedience
available.
sling, turkey scope, 3 ing
436-2858
3BR, IBA, Brick, 306
$70,000.00 cash or S. 15th. No pets.
chokes.
FEMALE Jack Russell
down,
Both as new. $1,000 $5,000
$450/mo. 759-4826
Terrier for sale Full
$645/mo.
both. 293-6133.
papered,
shots,
3BR
270-761-HOME
FURNISHED
12X11 carpet remnant.
1BA. No pets. Call spayed, $150
Brown Berber. Brand
270-247-3235 for appt. 759-1566
new. 753-5371
GREAT Pyrenees pupNON smoking 3BR, 2
pies. Snow white, AKC.
14X60 2BR 2BA $400. bath home near lake,
12'X24' storage buildReady Dec. 15.
2 car garage, no pets,
ing w/front porch, new. 703-4768
753-5371
$300 deposit, $475
$3,900 firm. 270-492NICE 2BR No pets
month (270)748-7980
8222 or 270-293-2531
753-9866
MINIATURE Pinscher
puppy for sale. Born
RECENTLY remodMurray
at
310
crypts
2
8/11/07. Ears cropped.
eled, small, three-bedGardens.
Memorial
Went To Rent
3lbs. Black & tan.
room, one-bath house.
Companion
Deluxe
$300.
Adorable.
$500 per month plus
inside
Package
FAMILY seeking 4B1i
(270)227-5454.
utilities. One month
Chapel. Opening and
home in
security deposit
closing fee included.
Murray/Calloway
puppies
SHIH-TZU
required. Call
(479)244-5968.
County for rent or
dew claws removed,
(270)293-3572 for an
lease option to buy.
wormed, current shots,
tINDERELLA prom
appointment. Only
270-227-8970
AKC & CKC $250dresses. 1 size 4 yelserious inquiries
320
$350 270-251-0310
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150
please.
Apartriterds For Rent
each. 270-492-8614

il M.

TEAS
es
ades

II Larry

s and
35
S Coln
Paying
I. 293for
iuns
Fling
12th,

all
13.3.80
148.N
144411

175.80
9911.88
145.811

• Oa

**OWNER
Financing**
1,
2005 24x58. 381,
28A. $5,000 down
$895.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

***OWNER
FINANCE
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 36R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 Wt.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222
2 story 3BR 28A, 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.ft. living,
4,000 total. Landon
Subdivision.
Hills
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.

unfurnished apt.. water
paid. available now, no
peer. 753-5900
NOW LEASING
1.2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Sectior
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO S1-800-848-8058
SO-SIDE of town 2
Bed., 1 Ba duplex.
753-0724

Since 1986
24 Noun senesce
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.

&', i\

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up iunk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

\iiiii

MUST See!! Just built
brick
sq.ft.
2,400
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, close to town.
270-519$139,000
8570 by owner, Murray.

1 ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS & NEW
2400 sf LOG CABIN
PKG ONLY $69,900.
Beautiful KY Lake.
excellent fixed rate
financing. Call now
616-5154660
DUPLEX. Brick 2BR
1BA in Murray.
978-0505, 436-2051.

Auto Puts

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

1

2005 Equinox.
$10,000.
1999 Chevy Z71, 3rd
door, $7,200.
2002 Grand Prix
$4,100
2000 A'
$20 Cash Lido. est
Drive Challenge.
www.ckmotorsky.corn
(270)674-5602,
(270)705-5973

1850 St At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NOW renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Coormalcs1Prop. For Renti
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE Space for
Approximately
rent.
200 sq.ft., SW of Court
Square $100 per mo
Utilit.::s included.
753-5411
OFFICE Space 707
3BR
12th.
South
duplex. C/H/A 1BR
apt. 753-1252,
753-0606. 761-3694,
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail.
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security system. 81.800/mo.
270-293-9349

Housing Ad Notice

All real estate advertised herern
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or discnminanon based on race, color. religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national onion, or mientmn to make an. .util preterences. limitations or d1411111Ina bun
State laws forbid discrimination
to the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept ant,
advertising for rear estate which
not in violation ot thelalk All
persons are herebi informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene r mium, i7o3is4a-1ood

*Owl. 4.3.0•••2.

11 1 III

ALL Carpentry.
Framing,
Additions.
Termite
Water &
Damage. Larry Nimmo
227-0587
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2004 Cherokee V6
4x4, red, automatic,
loaded, 36,900 miles,
$13,000. 293-1943
1998 Chevrolet Blazer
LT. 4d, 4WD, excellent
125K,
condition,
$5,125. 753-6864 or
210-5884
Used Cars
Park
Buick
1999
Avenue. V6, auto,
leather interior. Power
doors.
windows.
142,000 miles. 2937346
.1996 Pontiac Grand
Am, 2-dr, red, great
condition $2.500 or
trade.
•1994 8 passenger
club wagon, good condition. $2,500 or trade.
767-0612

s
Vine

k113
reali% t.propCris ..441%
270-761-1111 1

Anew
5 to 295 acres. West
Possible
Calloway.
owner financing. 4892116, leave message.
50 acres with 38R 28A
house. Will divide. 9780505, 436-2051
55 acres prime farm
land 3115 Mitchell
SW
Rd
Story
County
Calloway
Good tobacco barn.
well. Lots of road
rontage. $275,000
(239)269-3037

03 Montana Van
(Vision package) 74K
miles, $7.900 See at
mcmotorsky corn
270-705-4628
500
Used Trucks

'All Ske Units
Available
•Now Have
Mote Control

WEN
NOMA

YOttlAAY/SCHEDULEI IA1P,RIVATE)
ilIEWINGAN`traja 111FORElAUCTIOM1
BROKEWPARTICIPATIONWELCOMEI
REAL E.STATIE TERMS: IS'. I )0*.n Day of Sale %jam.: 34) Days. A IMF Buyer's
Premium Nal Be Added lo Foul Hid Assd Included In The Contract Sale Pnee. Bayer
Auction,
Agnx,To Sign A Lrad Woe Kind snasscr. Make YOW luspections Before The

B-ALLIS Chamber 5'
wood belly mower.
Perfect condition.
'97 Tahoe, Leather,
mooriroof. loaded, 4x4,
$3,950 000. 9785655
2006 Chevy Crewc,ab
LT3. 61,xxx miles,
leather, sunroof, Bose
system, loaded, one
owner. Bought new
locally, $23,900. 7670028.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mewing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
teat Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CAI I 753.1916

,„4,
IF"ill $.;

LI-

TIO1

A.

:tabb Et. Rt. 4b North • MayllottleL KY 470611
74/ 37113 r• /100 380 .1318
1 11144$1/1,1111/11,1,11611
Wesbnit.s. WWW.11a1..

(710)

Njus

rrl

VI sit our

Offered

Services Offered

THE Murray Ledger
TOTAL Nall Care
& Times considers
•Spa Pedicuresmassage its sources reliable,
includes
chair
but inaccuracies do
•Spa Manicures
occur. Readers using
*Acrylics- pink & white
this information do
Professionally done by so at their own risk.
locatAmy Curd Salon
persons
Although
ed at Tangles in
s mencompanie
and
Mason's Commons off
are
121 Bypass N, Gift cer- tioned herein
tificates & package believed to be repspecial. For more infor- utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
mation call 759-2369
any of its employees
Tree accept any responsiYEARRY'S
Service. Free esti- bility whatsoever for
mates Phone
their activities.
436-2562,227-0247

kSPIRI:11

Horoscope

\ 1 TO RDABIU
I
R\
I 1(1

i) s113-t)3-4‘)
271)-2 47-3194

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Iv lamelles Mier

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tbeaday,Dec. 11, 2007:
risk if that
An opportunity pops up in your life this year. Take the
you learn that
„offer will achieve a goal you dearly covet. This year
single,
you don't risk, ultimately you will have nothing. If you are
759-050 I
le whirl around you and change your life. Right now,relam
for
753-1537
tionships might be exciting, but don't look at them as long term
could meet this person simply by walking to the
You
year.
a
least
at
BACKI40E
you need
bank. If you are attached, flow more with your sweetie. If
TRUCKING
will
a change of home or to revise a domestic situation, do. Change
ROY HILL.
.
investing
about
lot
a
knows
ORN
CAPRIC
bond.
your
n
Septic system, gravel,
strengthe
white rock.
c; 4436-2113
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynami
Dozer work 8 Track
-Difficult
I
2-So-so;
e,
3-Avesag
Positive;
hoe
NADEAU'S
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
from
Construction
**** If you fl a sense of destiny in the air, you are not far
later.
•Fioonng *Decks
wrong. An opportunity that appears today might not be available
what are
*Vinyl siding •All
Look at it as a now-or-never situation. With that knowledge,
Home Improvements
ce.
appearan
must
A
Tonight:
do?
to
you going
(270)978-2111
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
Licensed/Insured
a new
***** If you look beyond the obvious, you will sense that
Cleaning destiny or direction is heading your way. You could be fearful, but you
DAVID'S
Service. All external look to new excitement positively. You have much more in your ballcleaning. Vinyl, fences, park than you are aware of. Tonight: Think 'dreams.' Think about
etc. (270)527-7176
making them real.
for GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
DECORATE
.
**** Togetherness is your theme. You need to make a difference
Holidays
We hang lights & orna- You need to dance to a different tune. The ability to move through
ments. Outside & problems is your trademark. Take in what a trusted associate or partInside. Call for free ner shares. Tonight: Togetherness works.
estimate. 978-0149, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
make
978-1842.
**** Others clearly dominate. How you deal with them might
espeyou,
around
Those
g.
easygoin
Be
.
ultimately
difference
big
a
DNJ HANDYMAN
your very
cially a key person, might be transforming right in front of
We do all the odd lobs
eyes. Tonight: Let someone else lead the conversation.
you don't have time
for
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
afternoon. How you
Painting, siding, roofs, **** Alter the direction of your spending in the
of person
deal with a perpetual matter or situation reflects the caliber
decks
My. my,
you are. Unexpected news heads in your direction. Tonight:
293-5438
Mitchell Bros.
ing
1 \11. 111•1111
lIst, 411

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

CHEVROLET, $1.100
OBO 270-978-6658

3-4 bedroom, $69K
270-293-3586

r NEON BEACH
MI-STORAGE

mber 13th,2007 @ 6:00 PM

• 2754 Stale Route 94 East, Murray. KY From Downtown Murray
OCA .1.Title Main Street/Hwy 94 East 2 Wee To Auction See S.gris Posted"
REAL ESTATE- tftilyleaccleled
+/- 2000 Sp FL 1 141 Mary 3
Bedroom 2 Bath bat Homo
Featuring An Open Raw Plan wi
Spacious MINN Stile wilh Maga
101chen
Batt Uilrig
AI Bumf Wm ItapIsmas and.
Oversiked lArditaundri Room
Ceram
Interior frensnaisa
Tie Room HitossMd
- LIKE NEW 3 BORM 2 BATH
Nes Carpet, Abeyance al Mahal
JUST 2 MILES FROM °OWN TOWN MURRAY
Cabbala. aid Lava Wait
COI*. Features. Outride The Horne exists A Nice Rat Porch. Concrete WM Way.
Just
Landeceping Around The Home, Al On A Spacious Lot YAM A Grand Wood.
A Shed Drive East Of Murray, Karthicits Across The Street From Hope Hertex Church
Rail Estate Sells At 6:00 PM Packet Plaid On Site

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured.

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156

Murray Ledger & Times Fair

01101111111001
Milleyek"

Hill Electric

111RIMIty Vehicles

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

TIP

I '11 \II I/I XII
1)1 1; I II I II 1

Of.CIS',

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
M-F
9 a.m. - 4

lit 0,
:

For Sets

12 year old registered
black TWH mare. Kid
broke. Asking $1.200.
270-328-8099

SLI1.1 -S I OR 1(.1-.
"A Betts Race to Store"
Hwy 121N, across from
Natiocal Guard
2711-759-5555
1-.V1

II

753-7861

1

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
nice.
and
Clean
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
HD Televilions
Murray
Come by Olympic downtown
Plaza to see our selec- starting at $200/mo.
tion of HD televisions: 753-4109.
Flat screen Plasma & 1BR. low utilities. No
LCDs. Rear Propachon
pets. $250 month.
also. LG, Toshiba. 753-3949.
Hitachi & Sony. We
1BR, various locations,
have a large selection
$2764300 Coleman
of entertainment cenRE 753-9898
ters & TV carts.
NICE, newer, 1BR,
Beasley Antenna &
IBA, brick, W&D,
Satellite. 759-0901
C/1-4/A, tile, walk-in
close to MSU,
Calloway County closet,
pets allowed
•ictorial History & w/deposit $350/mo.
Family History
(270)522-1095
Books
2 bedroom, all appli759-4938
Cambridge
ances.
753-2350
area. 293-6968
IBA duplex.
2BR
NEW pool table, never
1304
Appliances,
used, 1"-slate, solid
Peggy Ann.
fell,
legs,
carved
wood,
270-753-0259
acc. package, retails 2BR 2BA, garage, all
for
$4,500, selling
appliances $650
$1,600, must sell
436-5685
(573)300-1031
2BR duplex, nice,
SATELLITE System
C/H/A, appliances furFREE
nished. Various locaGet a 4-room FREE. tions. Coleman RE
FREE DVR or HD 753-9898
upgrade. FREE 6 2BR, $285, C/H/A,
months of HD pronear MSU. Move in
w/HD
gramming
free days. 753-9898
upgrade. Get months 3
2-BR, 1 1/2
FREE of HBO & DUPLEX,
.
Cinemax. bath,all appliances
436-5685
Programming starts at $525/mo.
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00 FOR rent: 2BR
for local networks. Call Duplex. 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info. 761-7355
759-0901 or toll free. LARGE 3BR 2 full
877-455-0901
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.
LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliLARGE
ances including washSELECTION
er & dryer. $345/mo.
or
USED APPLIANCES (270)759-5865
(270)293-7085
WARD FLHINS
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
(270) 7531713
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
NEAR University
Studio apt; 1 b.r.,
"OWNER
kitchen/lie room
FINANCE"'
combo.
No Credit Check! 38R
Water and waste
2 bath cioublewide in
disposal furnished.
Puryear. Only 4 years
$210 Mo.
deck.
Large
old.
8200 deposit.
$495
$3.500 down.
227-5006 9am to
month. Call Ruthie
$Prn.
(270)753-2222
NON-SMOKING 1BR
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Chock!
Completely redone.
2BR 1 BA singlewide.
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck 213
New
Primrose.
$2,900
Concord.
down. $450 month
CaN 753-2222

18,5N

—

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up used moto
fluid
oiVtrydraulic
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270-436-2215

DIRECT vent room
heater, $550 Stand up
motorcycle trailer (single) used twice, $975
1987 John Deere lawn
tractor, $500 Call Sue
(270)436or John
2216

twitkm

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

one andlVio Bedroom Apartrnents
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

at
,n

2007 • 5B
M984$1, December 10,

• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

-; 1 4 144 • 22-

Handyman Services.
All remade
No job too seta
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
NEED Some Help
Moving"
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus.
270-978-6658.
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry
Handyman Work. Free
estimates, 270-5198570
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

what a smile!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
you initial*** You might be coming from a very different spot than
change with time.
ly thought. Howorou deal with someone could
or someone's
Creativity and calIng withstand some outrageousness
unpredictability. Tonight: Allow more fun in.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
opportunity
**** Investigate possibilities rather than nix a special
Know their
security.
and
stability
Eye
once.
come
only
that might
your perspective
value. Your ability to communicate helps others see
or vision. Tonight: Buy a treat on the way home.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
it is an excellent
**** Slowly but surely you set your course, and
in the slightest.
one at that. Don't allow someone to intimidate you
Check out
Remain confident and positive. Your creativity surges.
In the
Tonight:
y.
opportunit
-lifetime
once-in-a
a
be
to
what appears
whirlwind of life.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
is an act-now**** A profound change is in the air. What you feel
some positive
or-forget-it opportunity might be just that. Eye making
lot better than you
changes to your financial structure. You can do a
think. Tonight: Curb a tendency to be possessive.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
significant oppor***** You might be on the verge of acting on a
gs openly, and
tunity. Life is going to change. Greet sudden happenin
with someone who is be ready to invest in your desires. Be careful
eyeing your funds. Tonight: As you like.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
be a part of
*** What you are thinking or feeling doesn't need to
and ask for
offer,
to
have
you
what
Know
yet.
just
on
others' informati
instrumental than you
what you want. A friendship could be a lot more
retreat_
believe or think. Tonight: Act like you are on a
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
or respect**** You know what you want; make it happen. A boss
or reaction. Listen
ed superior could be edging toward a certain result
winning cycle, though
to your instincts and dare to risk. You are in a
like.
you
As
Tonight:
two.
or
problem
a
have
you could
BORN TODAY
Actress Donna Mills (1940)
w.lacquellneblJacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at http:llww
gar.com.

19 years ago
Murray City Council recently
voted to hire ConSul* Associates.
a Mayfield consulting firm to
evaluate the Murray Police Departmew and its image in the community

the Kappa lour of Homes.
sponsored by Kappa Department
int the Murray Woman's Club, will
be Dec 14 from 1 to 4 p.m at
the homes of Dr Kern and Dr
Elizabeth Alexander at Oakhurst,
1510 Main St.. Dr and Mrs Daniel
Butler, 2105 Southwest Dr. Mr.
and Mrs David Graham, 1415
Oakhill Dr. and Mr and Mrs
Bethel Richardson, 991 Squire Rd
20 years ago
Published arc pictures, separately. of Barbara Jones, Eugene
Collins. Randy Redden. Susan
Mayfield. Tony Bullock, Josh Dick,
Kenny C'hadwiek and Dorothy
Tucker with deer they have taken
while hunting
Shirley Johnson writes about
Stella Caton, driver for van to deliver Meals on Wheels, in her column, "Silver Profiles"
Murray State University Lady
Lakers won X l-72 over Southwest
Missouri in a basketball game
Worming was high scoter for WIray MMU Racers lost 76-70 to
Evansville aces in basketball game
with Jeff Martin high scoter for
Murray
31/ years ago
The Calloway County School
Hoard at its meeting on Dec
soled to initiate the steps necessary for construction of a Middle
school for the ('alloway County
School I)istnct
Psi C, Garrott writes about the
outstanding musical program pre
seined by ('buck S,nwtns, Marie
laylor and Don Story at a din114:f meeting of the Murray State
University Women's ('lob in his
«ilumn. -Garrott's Galley
Murray State 1..nt%erstti,, I ads

By the Associated Press
foday is Monday. Dec. 10. the
344th day of 2007 There are 21
days left in the year
foday 's Highlight in History
On Dec 10. 1967. singer (his
Redding. 26. and six others were
krtlert--in—she-srath 44 their plane
in Lake Monona. We,
On this date
In 1787, Hanna. 11 Ciallaudet,
pioneer of educating the deaf.
as horn in Philadelphia
In 1817, Mississippi was admit-

Racers lost 89-71 to Northern Kentucky University in a basketball
game. Mounts was high scorer for
the Lady Racers
40 years ago
Among the last acts of Gov.
Ned Breathitt was the issuing of
a Kentucky Colonel's commission
to Mn. EXa Hamlin who will be
100 years of age on her next
birthday in May 1968. Pictured
is Rep ('bathe Lassiter presenting the commission to Mrs. Hamlin.
Elected as officers of the Faxon
4-H Club were Regina Lovett.
president, Paulette Ross, vice president. Janet Budko. secretary, Carla
Elkins. treasurer. and Randy Lee,
reporter.
Murray Suite University Racers won 64-50 over Louisiana College in a basketball game with
Dia. Cunningham high scorer for
the Racers.
50 years ago
A 15 million dollar project has
been approved for the East Fork
of Clarks Riser in Calloway County
Elected as officers of the Murray Girl Scout Association were
Mrs. Harry Whayne. president. Mrs.
Hugh Oakley. first vice. Mrs.
Everett Ward Outland, second vice,
and Mrs. John B. Cavitt. secretary-treasurer.
Brenda Young and Wahurn
Wyatt were married Nov. 24 in
C'onnth. Miss.
60 years ago
Including in the group from
Murray attending the inauguration
of Gov Earle Clements in Frankfort on Dec.- 9 were TO Turner.
Judge Pink f'urd. Judge Rafe Jones
and Squire Bill Patterson.
In a high school basketball
game. Murray Training Colts won
44 -26 user Almo Warriors. High
leant scorers were Rogers for Colts
and Phillips for Warriors.

ted as the 20iii stale
In 1869. women were granted
the right to vote in the Wyoming
Traitor).
In 1906. President Roosevelt
became the first American to be
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize,
tor helping mediate an end to the
Russo-Japanese War
In 1911. Jane Addams became
the first American woman to be
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
Ithe co-recipient that year was
Nicholas Murray Butler 1

vsn coOING, TO THE MALL
TO FIND A CHIVISTMA,
PRESeNT FOR Li2

WELL,SHE'S REALLY
OUT OW( CLASS euT
AIRE IN NE SAME
CLASS,BUT eki P401
IN gElt CLASS.

Spend time instead of money
when giving gifts to seniors
DEAR ABBY: With the holidays here. I know you are again
being inundated with questions
about what kind of gifts to
give to seniors. Years ago, I
took one of your ideas and
decided io help my grandmothwith
er
Christmas
cards. (She
had arthritis,
and it was
hard for her
towriteJlt
was one of
the
best
Dear J)j3y presents I
ever gave
her, and it
By Abigail
was lots of
Van Buren
fun for me.
I visited her, asked for the
names and addresses of the
people she wanted to send
cards to, and wrote them all
down on notebook paper. Then
we went through her address
book together. She had a story
atwait everyone in the book.
At Thanksgiving, I took her
to the store to select cards
and then addressed them and
had her sign them.
As Christmas drew closer,
Grandma would tell my mom
who had sent her a Christmas
card. I realized then that the
gift I thought I was giving
her was really several gifts - doing the cards for her, the
visits, and her receiving cards
because people knew she was

In 1948. the U.N. General
Assembly adopted its Universal
Declaration on Human Rights.
In 1950. Ralph 1 Bunche was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize,
the first black American to receive
the award
In 1964, Martin Luther King
Jr. received his Nebel Peace Prize.
In 2005, former Sen. Eugene
McCarthy died in Washington,
D.C., a: age 89: actor-comedian
Richard Pryor died in Encino.
Calif.. at age 65.

thinking of them.
This Christmas I would like
to suggest giving the gift of
TIME to older persons. Visit.
take them to dinner or to the
store. The gift I thought I was
giving my grandmother turned
out to be a precious gift I
gave myself. I continued doing
it until my grandmother died,
and I still miss hearing her
wonderful stories. -- GRATEFUL
GRANDSON,
ROCHESTER HILLS, MICH.
DEAR
GRATEFUL
GRANDSON:
Although
today's seniors are living longer
and the quality of life is extended, for some there comes a
time when infirmity and the
death of friends cause them
to become isolated. I agree
that the most precious gift a
person can give another is the
gift of self, time and attention in this hyperactive, stressful world we live in today. I
hope my readers will take your
suggestion to heart because it's
a valuable one. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have a
holiday gift suggestion for seniors who are on fixed incomes:
My Aunt Jane is 85. She's in
poor health and virtually stuck
at home. She has what she needs
-- except, of course, her health,
independence and her late husband. She has reached the stage
of giving things away -- certainly not collecting more.
With Aunt Jane in mind, I
went shopping at a local toy
store and selected a bunch of
cute items(stickers, balls,jacks,
puzzles. etc.). The store generously included enough gift
bags and colored tissue for
each little purchase.
When I presented Aunt Jane
with 10 bags of tiny gifts she
i-ould give to her great-nieces
and -nephews, she was thrilled.
We had a wonderful time
together deciding which child
would receive which toy and
writing appropriate messages on
the gift cards.
This gift idea is far more
practical than more soaps and
sachets than the recipient can
ever use. -- MARY L.. NEW
ORLEANS
DEAR MARY L.: Good
ideas come in small packages.
Thank you for sending yours.
•••
Dear Abby Is written by
Abigail—Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69410, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Comic-strip
bark
4 Per
8 Bowser,s pal •
12 Sense organ
13 Guideline
14 Fragrance
15 Dogie catcher
17 Jealousy
19 'Tao — Ching20 Lodging places
21 Aspects
23 Plural trxiicator
24 Stinging insect
26 Well-known
Pharaoh
29 Ploys
30 Goose liver
delicacy
31 Attic
33 Kept afloat
35 Bons refusal
36 Ants at a picnic
37 Ms Merkel
38 Zonked out
40 Disk capacity
unit

DEAR DR. GO'TT: I read problems so when you are
your column regularly but have tired, you can sleep. Sometimes,
not seen any letters concern- even the most trivial problems.
ing my problem. I can't sleep. such as what chores need to
No, it's not sleep apnea, it's be done he next day, can be
just that I can't turn my brain better handled.
off.
To give you related inforI go to mation. I am sending you a
•
bed at a reg- copy of my Health Report
ular hour, "Sleep/Wake Disorders."
but all I do
DEAR DR, GOTT: I am
is lie there a 7I-year-old man, and I have
and think. trouble with balance. I fall a
When I do lot. Can you help me? I had
fall asleep a mild stroke about two years
after hours ago. I have been to two difof thinking. ferent doctors in the last six
I sleep for months. One said the stroke
only two to caused the problem. The other
By
three hours said he did not know what
Dr. Peter GOtt and wake up was causing my balance difwide awake, and I just lie ficulties. I need help.
there thinking until morning.
Is it safe to take sleep medDEAR READER: I susication every night? I am 83 pect that your poor balance is
years old and in good health. caused by your stroke. I believe
DEAR READER: Most that a course of physical thersleep-producing medications apy — including a balance
should not be used for more program — would help you
than a couple of weeks at a recover some of your indetime. A far more satisfactory pendence. You also need medapproach would be rnelatonin, ication to prevent another
a natural compound that gov- stroke. Your primary care physierns our sleep patterns. It is cian can coordinate your treatavailable without a prescription. ment options, help you decide
If you choose this option and on an anticoagulant or refer
it doesn't work, consider vis- you to a cardiologist. A cariting a sleep specialist.
diologist is your best option.
Judging from the informa- You will most likely need to
tion in your letter. I believe see him or her only once or
you are experiencing insom- twice a year, and your prinia related to nightly problem- mary care physician should be
solving and anxiety. Both con- able to handle routine testing
ditions are treatable, but you and medications. Let me know
might need therapy, too. This how this turns out.
will help you work out your

last dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•J 74
IPA 4
•A .1 9 7 6
*KJ 7
WEST
•K Q 1053
•Q 1076
•Q It 5
•2
SOUTH
•A 8
WA KJ 52
•K 2
•A093
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pass
2+
Pass
2•
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
Pass
3 NI.
Pass
4 NT
64
Pass
Pass
6 NT
Opening lead king of spades.
The 11th-annual Junior World
Team championship held in
Bangkok. Thailand, last year was
won by the United States in a successful defense of the title it had won
.ious year in Sydney, Austhe Ere,
tralia. The Junior championship is
restricted to players 25 years or
younger.
Sevesteen countries were represented in the event. and after a complete round robin, four teams - the
U.S., Poland, Italy and Singapore —
qualified for the 64-board semifinal,
followed by a 96-board final. The
winning U.S. squad was comonsed
of newcomers Joshua Donn and

42 New pet
maybe
44 Bnt's exclamation (2 wds )
46 They. to them
48 Funny person
49 Big spread
50 Nautical
position
52 Type of arch
54 Notch shape
55 Brinks
56 Await action
57 Dangerous
curve

Nest on a crag
2 Showers
3 Tarkenton of
football
4 Epoch
5 Roast beet
—'us
6 Mops up
7 Therefore
8 Racer A J —
9 GI tag

Jason Feldman, along with Joe Grue,
John Kranyak, Justin Lall and An
Greenberg, who were members of
Ilaat year's winning squad.
I. today's deal, from the roundrobin match between the S. and
France. the French pair of thomas
Bessis and Julian Ciaviard reached
six notnunp as shown. As can be
seen, 12 tricks can be made easily by
taking a diamond finesse, giving
declarer five diamonds, four clubs,
two hearts and a spade. But an effective falsecard by Lall. East, steered
declarer away from the winning path.
Betels we Gretsberg's king of
spades with the ace and cashed three
rounds of clubs, learning that West
had started with only one club.
Bessis then cashed the king of diamonds, on which 1-all dropped the
ten! Assuming the ten was a doubleton or a singleton, it seemed to
declarer that even if he played a diamond to the jack and it won, he
would have only three diamond
tricks. This meant he would need
four tricks from the heart sun, so he
next led a diamond to the ace, catering to the possibility that East had
started with the Q-10 doubleton.
When the queen did not appear, he
took the heart finesse and finished
down two, -200.
At the other table. Urue and
Kranyak stopped in four hearts, making just four for plus 620. to give the
Americans a pickup of 13 IMPs. Of
course, if Bessis had not been
diverted from the winning line at the
other table. the French would have
gained 13 IMPs instead.

LEG SIEOUB LOU
AGA CCIIIL I
HOG
DOGMOOD GRAPH
OMN ()MEM
FAME GOAHEADS
OR A SO COE F
EIZI
MIR QUEUE KOA
US AURA LOOMS
REAMIEINS P ISO
FOTE LEA
IZEIRIMI PUBLISH
NIRO ELENA MOO
MES OOMGY BOO
10 Pac-Man
morsel
11 Prospector's
find
16 Weekend
wear (hype')

MAIM MOM
MEM MOM ME=
MUM MEM
MINIM MINIMMA
du dIAMMEM dad
OM= MEM
MOM= MIME=
AIM
ME=
MEM IMMO= dB
MdMINIM Ed=
dd MUM MIMI
MOM AWE MO
AMMO AIM AM

18 Zoo staffer
21 Brood
22 Lingers
25 Bravo, in
Barcelona
27 Colorado tribe
28 San Kennedy
29 Cause havoc
30 TV dinner
31 Dik-dik cousin
32 Ms Rand of
fiction
33 — here long?
34 Take
advantage of
36 Oath
38 — — snails
pace
39 Hone a razor
40 Volcanic
output
41 Data storage
units
43 Seals a deal
45 Rescue
46 Hostilities
47 New Haven
Mudsnt
49 Had over
for dinner
51 Oz aunt
53 Dash size

